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Abstract

The objective of this thesis is to evaluate a generic process for fabrication
and characterization of the Superconductive coplanar waveguide (CPW) res-
onators. Superconductive CPW resonators with various lengths and shapes
are designed to investigate their electrical and magnetic properties as well as
resonance properties and sensitivities. In the first part of thesis, two different
models are introduced in order to estimate the nonlinear kinetic inductance of
a superconducting CPW resonator. The first model is based on Bean critical-
state model and the second one is based on current dependence of London
penetration depth, λL(I). The existence of a shift in resonant frequency, f0, of
Superconductive CPW resonator caused by a non-linear kinetic inductance is
also shown experimentally. Simulations were carried out to estimate the non-
linear kinetic inductance due to the self- induced magnetic field penetration.

The rest of the thesis is concerned with development of very smooth Alu-
minum (Al) thin films with RMS (Root Mean Square) roughness ∼ 1 nm and
CAD (Computer Aid Design) of superconductive CPW resonators. Exper-
imental investigation of a generic fabrication technique for superconductive
CPW resonator is carried out. Many resonators are fabricated with different
design parameters, such as centerline or gap width, film thickness and gap
capacitors length. The fabrication process is described in detail. Electron
Beam Lithography is used to fabricate Nb and Al CPW resonators which
are coupled to outer conductors via gap capacitors. We have fabricated GHz
frequency CPW resonators with quality factors, Q up to 5× 105.
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Özet

Kuantum fiziği bilimsel dünyaya ilk giriği 1920´lerden bu yana büyük bir
ilgi kaynağı olmuştur. Kuantum fiziği, fiziğin sadece yeni gelişen bir dalı
olarak kalmayıp aynı zamanda 21. yüzyılın en büyük buluşlarından biri ol-
muştur. Kuantum fiziğini bu kadar önemli kılan şey fiziğin sadece belirli
bir kısmını ilgilendiriyor olmayıp fiziğe tümüyle yeni bir bakış açısı ve yo-
rum getirmiş olmasıdır. Kuantum fiziği klasik fiziğin alışılagelmiş ve günlük
hayattaki tecrübelerimizle örtüşen bakış açısından farklı olarak bize yeni ve
inanılması güç bir fiziksel dünya resmi çizer. Kuantum fiziği ve onun getirdigi
yeni bakış açısı aynı zamanda bize maddeyi inceleme ve anlama adına yeni
fırsatlar da vermiştir. Kuantum fiziği ilk ortaya atılmasından bu yana geçen
yaklaşık yüzyıllık sürede klasik fizik kanunlarıyla çalışması hiç bir şekilde
mümkün olmayan yeni makineler yapıldı. Klasik fizik kanunlarıyla çalışan
makineler insanlık tarihinin başlangıcından bu yana insanlığa hizmet etmek-
tedir, buna rağmen kuantum fiziğinin ortaya attığı yeni fiziksel kanunlarla
çalışan makineler ancak son 50 yada 60 yıldır araştırmacılar tarafından kul-
lanılmaktadır. Bu yeni makineleri ve onların ortaya koyduğu ürünleri klasik
fizik kullanarak üretmek mümkün değildir. Bu tür makinelere verilebilecek en
güzel örnekler Lazerler (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radi-
ation), SPM (Scanning Probe Microscope), JJ (Josephson Junction) dizileri
ve qbit (quantum bit) ler kullanılarak geliştirilmekte olan kuantum bilgisa-
yarlarıdır. Kuantum bilgisayarlarının yapılması ancak kuantum bitlerin (qbit)
okunabilmesi ve yazılabilmesiyle mümkündür. Bu da gürültülü bir arkafonda
çok hassas sinyalleri tesbit edebilmeyi gerektirmektedir.

Eşdüzlemli frekans yönlendirici (EFY) rezonatörlerinin çok hassas sinyal-
leri tesbit edebilme özellikleri, kuantum bit kontrolünde kullanılmalarına imkan
tanır. Bundan farklı olarak EFY rezonatörleri, kuantum gürültü sıkıştırılması
ve parametrik yükseltgenme için de kullanılabilir. Tüm bu uygulamalar EFY
rezonatörlerinin içsel ve lineer olmayan karakteristik özellikleri kullanılarak
geliştirilmiştir. Bu içsel ve lineer olmayan ozellikler, EFY rezonatörlerinin
taşıdığı elektrik akımı sonucu oluşan manyetik alanın, akımı taşıyan aynı
şeride etki etmesi sonucu oluşur.

Bu tez çalışması parametrik yükseltgenme ve kuantum gürültü sıkıştırması
gibi uglulamalarda kullanılabilecek EFY frekans yönlendiricileri için genel bir
üretim ve karakterizasyon yöntemi geliştirmeye odaklanmıştır.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its initial introduction in 1920’s, quantum physics has evoked tremendous
amount of interest in the scientific community. It has been considered not only an
emerging branch of physics but also one of the most important scientific achieve-
ments of the 20th century. The prominence that quantum physics gained through
the last century can be attributed to the fact that, beyond its contributions to a
new specific field of physics, it introduces a radically new point of view and in-
terpretation of entire physics. Unlike classical physics’ perspective, which usually
conforms to common sense and ordinary experiences of daily life, quantum physics
draws us a novel picture of physical world that is beyond simple human conceptions
of the world. Furthermore, quantum physics and its new point of view provide us
with new opportunities to explore and understand the behavior of matter.

Since its introduction, quantum physics has spurred many new applications that
were impossible to build and operate with mere knowledge of classical physics laws.
Tools based on the principles of classical physics have been in common use since the
beginning of humanity. However, tools and applications based on new principles of
quantum physics have only been developed and put in use by researchers over the
last 50 - 60 years. And it is safe to argue that it was not possible to develop these
new tools or applications simply by using principles of classical physics.

The most prominent examples of such applications are Lasers (Light Amplifica-
tion by Stimulated Emission of Radiation), STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope),
Josephson Junction Arrays and Quantum Computers which are being developed
by using qbits (quantum bits). The development of the Quantum computer, which
could offer the next major leap forward in information technology, will be possible
only by manipulating of qbits. This reading and writing process requires detection
of very low signals and isolation from a noisy background of electromagnetic fluc-
tuations.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A Superconductive CPW resonator can be utilized for this particular function,
namely detection of very low signals in a noisy background. This attribute can make
Superconductive (CPW) resonators particularly useful for enhanced quantum bit
control. Aside from that, CPW resonators’ intrinsic nonlinear behavior may make
it possible to use them for quantum noise squeezing and parametric amplification.
Parametric amplification is a very advanced amplification method with extremely
low noise amplification and a CPW resonator can be used to make the most sensi-
tive microwave detectors.

The sensitivity of CPW resonators originates from their high-Quality (high-Q)
factors and intrinsic nonlinear characteristics. Highly sensitive measurements in
a narrow band width can be achieved with CPW resonators due to their high-Q
factors (Q ∼ 106). The linear characteristics of CPW resonators cause this partic-
ular behavior. Nonlinear characteristics of CPW resonators can also be used for
sensitive measurements. CPW resonators are very sensitive to any external effect
at the bifurcation point, such that a very small alteration can cause drastic changes
in resonance frequency. Nonlinear behavior of CPW resonators can also help con-
struct parametric amplifiers. This intrinsic nonlinear behavior of CPW resonators
is created by current induced magnetic field penetration into the stripline of the
resonator.

The work described in this thesis focuses on the development of a generic pro-
cess for fabrication and characterization of the Superconductive coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonators that can be used for parametric amplifications and quantum
noise squeezing. The outline of this thesis, the first chapter provides a brief theo-
retical background for resonators.

Chapter 2 covers the theory of CPW resonators and the study of shift in reso-
nant frequency, f0, due to the existence of a non-linear kinetic inductance. Results
of a simulation using Bean critical-state model and based on iterative method are
shown. Theoretical as well as experimental results are presented.

Chapter 3 describes the fabrication process of the Ion Beam Assisted (IBAD)
Aluminum (Al) thin films and presents comparison of IBAD and non-IBAD films.

Chapter 4 and chapter 5 explains the general experimental setup and fabrica-
tion process in further detail and describes CAD design of the resonators.

In chapter 6, the patterns are demonstrated, resonator performances and mea-
surement results are discussed.

The final chapter contains the brief descriptions and pictures of experimental
equipment.



Chapter 2

Theory

Superconductive CPW resonators have many applications, such as supercon-
ducting devices for quantum computation [1], bifurcation amplifiers [2] and as ki-
netic inductance detectors [3]. There are also many devices that are currently being
developed, including parametric amplifiers [4], [5] which use nonlinearities in CPW
resonators. Intrinsic nonlinearities of CPW resonators are the result of current in-
duced magnetic field penetration into the center strip of resonator. The penetration
of magnetic field changes the current distribution in the stripline such that current
flow is maximum at the stripline edges [6],[7],[8]. As the applied power increases,
the circulating current in the center strip of the CPW will reach the critical current
at the edges of the strip. Above this critical edge current, the kinetic inductance
becomes nonlinear. Two different models are used in order to estimate the nonlin-
ear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin

k of a superconducting CPW resonator. First model
based on Bean critical-state model[9] and the total kinetic energy is calculated as
the current redistributes. The second model is based on current dependent Lon-
don penetration depth λL(I) and at this model pair breaking causes a decrease in
density of superconductive charge carriers and change in London penetration depth.

2.1 Current Distribution in Centerstrip

The current distribution in superconducting thin films has always been a topic
of interest for researchers and understanding this distribution is essential for the
design of superconducting devices [6],[10]. The coordinate system of the Super-
conductive CPW resonator used for calculations in this study is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The total inductance LTot, depends on the current distribution in the center strip
of the resonator. For the resonators with film thickness of the order of the Lon-
don penetration depth, d ∼ λL, the current density distribution (per unit width)
can be calculated as the current carrying thin film solution. At the center of a
wide strip (w≫ d, dashed line in Fig. 2.1(a)) we can neglect fringing effects and

5



6 CHAPTER 2. THEORY

Figure 2.1: Coordinate system of the Superconductive CPW resonator, x-axis is
the film thickness , y-axis is the width and z-axis is the length of the resonator(a).
Schematic diagram of the resonator with characteristic lengths(b).

treat the problem as a semi infinite thin film. In this case, the current density
Jx = J(x, y = const.), and magnetic field Hx = H(x, y = const.), is given by [11].

Jx =
ITot
2λ

cosh(x/λL)
sinh(d/2λL)

(2.1)

Hx =
2πITot
c

sinh(x/λL)
sinh(d/2λL)

(2.2)

where ITot is the total current in the resonator and d is the film thickness. (The
equations 2.1 and 2.2 are given in the cgs units.) Graphs of the magnetic field
and current density in a Nb CPW resonator are shown for different thicknesses in
Fig. 2.2. In Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.2(b) x-axes are lateral positions of centerstrip
normalized by d/2. Fig. 2.2(a) shows magnetic field distribution and Fig. 2.2(b)
shows current density on the centerstrip, where both are normalized to the maxi-
mum values.

The total energy of the CPW Resonator is the sum of kinetic energy and the
magnetic energy , ETot = Ek + Em, where each part is calculated as [12], [13];

Ek =
∫

mv2

2
n dV =

µ0λ
2
L

2

∫

J2 dV (2.3)

Em =
µ0

2

∫

H2 dV (2.4)

where n is the cooper pair density. The total inductance, LTot can be written
as;
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Figure 2.2: Calculated magnetic field and current density distribution in the Nb
CPW resonator for thicknesses various thicknesses (d=1000nm, 200nm, 20nm).
Magnetic field is normalized by the maximum magnetic field Hmax (a) and current
density normalized by maximum current density Jmax (b) on the centerstrip. (c)
Current distribution on the cross section of resonators centerstrip, normalized by
the maximum current density on the center strip. London penetration depth for
Nb is,λL = 47nm.

LTot =
2ETot
I2Tot

(2.5)

The kinetic and magnetic contributions to the energy of current flow give a total
inductance (per unit length) of a CPW resonator, L = Lk + Lm. Each contribution
to the inductance was calculated for the CPW geometry in [13];

Lm =
µ0

4
K(k′)
K(k)

(2.6)

Lk = µ0
λ2
L

dw
G(s, w, d) (2.7)

where µ0 is the permeability constant, K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind with modulus k = w/(w + 2s) and k′ = (1− k2)1/2, λL is the London
penetration depth, w is the width of the centerstrip and s is the gap between
centerstrip and lateral ground planes (Fig. 2.1(b)). G(s,w, d) is a geometrical factor
given as

G(s, w, d) =
1

2k2K(k)2
{− ln

d

4w
−
w

w + 2s
ln

d

4(w + 2s)
+

2(w + s)
w + 2s

ln
s

w + s
} (2.8)

This factor is not very sensitive to d and s. Eq 2.7 shows that Lk is inversely
proportional to d and w and directly proportional to the square of the penetration
depth, λL.
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Figure 2.3: Calculated current density distribution Jx for 200nm thick and 10µm
wide Nb CPW resonator with 84mA circulating current. Results obtained with
linear model(solid line) and with nonlinear Bean critical-state model(dashed line)
with critical current density Jc = 8.4× 1010Amp/m2.

2.2 Bean Critical-State Model

The equations of the previous section are valid when Jx < Jc over the entire
cenetrstrip. These formulas also neglect the possibility of vortex penetration into
the film. The Bean Critical-State Model is commonly used to model the effect of
limited current flow in low Tc [14],[15],[16] and high Tc superconductors[17],[18],
and also used in this study as a base model. When Jx > Jc at the edges of center-
strip, the distribution of current is forced to change, resulting in a kinetic inductance
which is nonlinear. Our simulation iteratively adjusts the current distribution in
the centerstrip such that the current density Jx will not exceed Jc at the edges of
the centerstrip. The amount of current that exceeds Jc at the edges of the cen-
terstrip, Iadd, is uniformly distributed over the centerstrip. Several iterations with
very small Jadd are used to numerically converge to a stable solution for a given
Itotal. The modified current density J∗x is defined by Eq. 2.11.

Jx,n = Jx,n−1 + Jadd (2.9)

Jadd =
1
d

∫ d/2

0

[(Jx − Jc) + |(Jx − Jc)|] dx (2.10)

J∗x = lim
n≥5
Jx,n (2.11)
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Figure 2.4: Calculated current density distribution J∗x at the center of 10µm wide
and 200nm thick Nb CPW resonator for increasing applied current Iapp from 0 to
84mA. Results obtained with nonlinear "Bean critical state model" with the critical
current density Jc = 8.4× 1010Amp/m2.

where Jadd is a uniform distribution of the current which exceeds Jc in the pre-
vious iteration.

The calculated current density distribution for 200nm thick and 10µm wide Nb
CPW resonator with 84mA circulating current shown in Fig. 2.3. The dashed line
shows J∗x defined by the Bean critical state model and solid line shows Jx defined
by Eq. 2.1. The calculated current density distribution J∗x for same resonator for
increasing applied current Icirc from 0 to 84mA is shown in Fig. 2.4 with the critical
current density Jc = 8.4× 1010Amp/m2.

Increasing circulating current, Icirc until the current density reaches the critical
current density, Jx ∼ Jc, at the edges of the centerstrip will in turn introduce a non-
linear kinetic inductance term which is a function of λL and d, Lnonlin

k = f(λL, d).
We model this nonlinear kinetic inductance term by using J∗x defined at Eq. 2.11
with the Bean critical-state model. This nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin

k , can
be written as;

Lnonlink = Llink ×
[
∫

(J∗x)2dxdy
∫

J2
xdxdy

− 1
]

(2.12)

Derivation of Eq. 2.12 is given in Appendix:C (9.3.2). Llin
k is linear kinetic induc-

tance calculated from [13] and
∫

(J∗x)2dxdy/
∫

J2
xdxdy is calculated from simulation.

Eq. 2.1 assumes that Jx < Jc everywhere on the centerstrip therefore there is
no nonlinear kinetic inductance and Lk is independent of the circulating current.
Based on these assumptions it is possible to say that the resonator can be in three
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Figure 2.5: Calculated nonlinear inductance Lnonlin
k as a function of circulating

current Icirc in 200nm thick and 10µm wide Nb CPW resonator for increasing Icirc

from 0 to 84mA. Lnonlin
k obtained with Bean critical state model (Eq. 2.11).

different possible states.

1) The current density is less than critical current density, Jx < Jc over the en-
tire centerstrip and therefore the system has linear behavior, L = Llin

k + Lm.

2) The current density is higher than critical current density, Jx > Jc somewhere
on the centerstrip but average current density is less than critical current density,
Jav ≤ Jc, and the system has nonlinear behavior with LTot = Llin

k + Lnonlin
k (I) + Lm.

3) Average current density is higher than critical current density over the entire
centerstrip, Jav > Jc therefore superconductivity breaks down, resulting in large
losses.

Fig. 2.5 shows the calculated Lnonlin
k as a function of circulating current on the

centerstrip. Simulation showed that Lnonlin
k has negative values or LTot decreases

with increasing Icirc. This effect can be explained by the change of density of charge
carriers. When Jx > Jc at the edges of the centerstrip, the velocity of Cooper pairs,
v becomes limited, therefore the density of superconducting charge carriers n in-
creases as Icirc increases. Increasing n leads to a decrease in LTot. LTot ∼ 1/n. (See
appendix:C 9.3.1).
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Figure 2.6: Calculated current density distribution for 200nm thick and 10µm wide
Nb CPW resonator with increasing circulating current from 0 to 84mA. Curves are
offset 8.4mA per curve circulating current. From bottom to top blue solid curves
shows the current density distribution, Jx with λL = 47nm and red dashed curves
shows the modified current density distribution, J∗x with increasing λL(I) 52.2nm,
63.5nm, 77.6nm, 96.7nm, 126.5nm respectively. Results obtained with the critical
current density Jc = 5.04× 1010Amp/m2.

2.3 Penetration Depth Model

An alternative model to the Bean critical state model is a current dependent
London penetration depth model. Similar to the Bean critical state model, the
assumption is that the current density at the edges of centerstrip is limited by
the critical current density. However in this model the redistribution of current is
achieved by introducing current dependent London penetration depth, λL(I).

λL = f(Icirc) (2.13)

The simulation starts by calculating the current density at the edge of center-
strip Jx(±d/2) by using Eq. 2.1 and comparing this value with critical current
density. If Jx is bigger than Jc then Eq 2.14 is used for calculating new penetration
depth. Icirc and Jc are input values for the equation, and by using λL(I) as a vari-
able, it is possible to achieve boundary conditions Jx(±d/2) = Jc. The final step
is calculating new current distribution J∗x with this corrected London penetration
depth, λL(I) by using Eq. 2.1. This process is repeated from 0 to the maximum
circulating current.
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Figure 2.7: The calculated London penetration depth λL(I) for 200nm thick and
10µm wide Nb CPW resonator for increasing applied current Icirc from 0 to 84mA.
Results are obtained with the critical current density Jc = 5.04× 1010Amp/m2.

2
Jc
Icirc

=
1
λL

tanh(d/(2λL)) (2.14)

In other words, the simulation starts with solving Eq. 2.1 and when Jx reaches
the Jc at the edges of centerstrip, the boundary conditions are used Jx(±d/2) = Jc

in order to calculate required λL(I). Since the upper limit for Jx is fixed and Icirc is
the circulating current, λL can be used as a variable in Eq. 2.14. Once the bound-
ary condition is met Jx(±d/2) = Jc than the new current density distribution, J∗x
calculated by Eq. 2.1 with new λL(I). In contrast to the Bean critical state model,
boundary conditions are used, rather than an iterative process, to reach a solution.

The calculated current density distribution of a 200nm thick and 10µm wide
Nb CPW resonator with increasing circulating current from 0 to 84mA shown
in Fig. 2.6. The calculated London penetration depth λL(I) as a function of in-
creasing applied current Icirc from 0 to 84mA for the same CPW resonator is
shown in Fig. 2.7. Both results were obtained with the critical current density
Jc = 5.04× 1010Amp/m2.

Eq. 2.16 is used in order to calculate nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin
k .

Lnonlink = L∗k − Lk (2.15)
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Figure 2.8: Calculated nonlinear inductance Lnonlin
k as a function of circulating

current Icirc in 200nm thick and 10µm wide Nb CPW resonator for increasing Icirc

from 0 to 84mA with penetration depth model.

Lnonlink =
[

λL(I)2 − λ2
L

] µ0

dw
G(s, w, d) (2.16)

where µ0 is the permeability constant, d is the film thickness, w is the width
of the centerstrip and s is the gap between centerstrip and lateral ground planes.
G(s,w, d) is a geometrical factor given in Eq. 2.8 and

[

λL(I)2 − λ2
L

]

is calculated
from simulation.

Fig. 2.8 shows the calculated Lnonlin
k as a function of circulating current on the

centerstrip. This model gives Lnonlin
k which has positive values, or LTot increases

with increasing Icirc. This behavior is consistent with experimental results and
can be explained by dependence between λL and density of superconductive charge
carriers, n ,[19].

λL =
(

mc2

4πne2

)1/2

(2.17)

The strength of the nonlinearity estimated by the penetration model is almost
three order of magnitude more than experimentally measured nonlinearity. Com-
parison of further results such as calculated resonance frequencies, f0, and total
inductances, LTot with these two different models are presented in Chapter 6.





Chapter 3

Thin Film Fabrication

This chapter discusses the fabrication process of Al thin films. A special tech-
nique called "Ion Beam Assisted Deposition" (IBAD) is used for thin film fabrica-
tion. This method has been successfully used in the context of thin film fabrication
since early 80’s [20],[21]. Remarkable success of this method lies in not only the
fabrication of very smooth thin films that are extremely low in roughness but also
in the fabrication of very dense and continuous thin films [22],[23]. In particular,
this method has been employed in fabrication of continuous smooth films thinner
than 20nm. With the IBAD method highly energetic ions hitting the sample sur-
face during the deposition, break off columnar crystal growth which shadow the
deposition of new material by causing voids. Bombarding the sample during the
deposition causes changes in the surface topography, which are clearly reflected in
parameters such as root mean square (rms) roughness and grain size.

The Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition (EBPVD) system called Sputnik
has been utilized for Al thin film fabrication at the KTH Nanofabrication Labo-
ratory. This system is further enhanced by an ion source. In other words, it is
a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) system with an ion gun; which is capable of
making Ion Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD). Al thin films which are fabricated
both with and without IBAD method are studied and results are discussed.

The deposition system and fabrication technique has significant influence on
quality of thin films. Several factors such as deposition rate, substrate treatment,
chamber pressure etc. affect the morphology of thin films. All these parameters
must be taken together into consideration in order to fabricate smooth and con-
tinuous thin films. Small calibration error at any of these parameters can cause
drastic reduction on quality of thin films. Small defects at Superconductive CPW
resonators can cause discontinuity of stripline, high radiation losses or even break
of superconductivity. Therefore a systematic study is necessary for optimization of
these parameters. As an example unstable deposition rate can cause high roughness

15
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Figure 3.1: The chamber, turbo molecular pump is towards the wall at the back
side, load lock is at the top(a). Load lock , transfer road and transfer valve(red)
between load lock and the main chamber. This valve keeps open during deposition.
The transfer rod is coming down from the top and load lock door is closed(b).
Control rack with all the control elements are installed(c).

and large grain size, and these properties influence the critical current density Jc of
thin films. Experiments show that Jc can differ by orders of magnitude depending
on thin film properties [24],[25].

High vacuum during deposition, good control of deposition rate, protection from
cross-contamination and an ion gun for IBAD and substrate treatment are indis-
pensable requirements for an advance deposition system. The Sputnik system has
most of these properties therefore utilized for high quality thin film fabrication for
Superconductive CPW resonators. It has e-beam rod evaporation which is more
preferable than conventional e-beam evaporation methods. This method does not
require crucible and cross-contamination is very unlikely due to the cooled chimney
surrounding the gun, therefore fabricating very pure film is possible. The system
has a strong turbo molecular pump that can handle gas flows up to 2000 l/s, and
gives 10−9 mbar base pressure. The sample holder is rotatable on its vertical axis
(Fig. 3.2) during the deposition, which gives ceratin amount of control over the
angle of metal deposition and ion bombardment. The system also has an ion gun
connected to a Ar source via variable leak valve which allows fine adjustment of
chamber pressure during ion milling. The ion gun is used for removing any con-
tamination or oxidation layer from sample surface just before deposition and also
used for IBAD.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of an IBAD system with the main components
1.Rotatable target holder, 2.sample and sample holder, 3.e-gun deposition source
(Al), 4.sputtering ion source, 5.ultra high vacuum chamber, and 6.turbomoleculer
pump.

3.1 The UHV Deposition System

Initially we begin with the substrate preparation for deposition. First the sub-
strates were bombarded by highly energetic Ar+ ions in order to reduce the possible
contamination and roughen the surface. Metal depositions were realized at room
temperature. The films were deposited at typical rates of (< 0.2− 10Å/s), and rate
was controlled by a calibrated quartz crystal thickness monitor. Al thin films were
grown on top of the single crystal Si− SiO2 substrates. E-gun deposition works in
a way that, electrons emitted from a tungsten filament are accelerated towards the
rod in a high positive potential causing high heating-power densities at the target.
The top of the Al rod is bombarded by electrons causing the temperature to rise
rapidly to the evaporation temperature. The power supply consists of a high volt-
age power source and an e-gun transformer. System keeps electrons at 6 kV voltage
(15Amp) by heating the filament. Low deposition rates (< 0.2 Å/s) requires fine
control of the emission current. Tests showed that optimum emission current is
0.3 Amp. The morphology of the Si− SiO2 substrates as well as the Al thin films
were analyzed by SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) and AFM (Atomic Force
Microscope). The grain shapes and sizes down to a few nanometer clearly distin-
guished, and the roughness is measured by AFM.

In IBAD an Ar ion gun is bombard the sample during deposition. Ar+ ions are
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Figure 3.3: AFM images of 100nm thick Al thin films with and without the substrate
cleaning before deposition. 5.0µm scan size with 100nm color bar (a) and 2.0µm
scan size with 100nm color bar (b). Roughnesses of these thin films are 5.13nm
and 7.88nm respectively. Sample which has metal deposition without substrate
treatment has flaky grains and the growth of the film is rougher, whereas the
sample prepared with substrate treatment by the ion gun has circular grains and
lower roughness.

produced by the Ion gun and directed towards the sample surface while metal depo-
sition is performed. IBAD increases surface quality and decreases surface resistance
of thin films by reducing grain size and roughness, thus resulting in smoother and
more continuous films [26]. Rough surface and large grain size give rise to radiation
losses and excess surface resistance in thin film microwave cavities [27]. Fig. 3.2
illustrates a schematic setup of IBAD System with the main components.

Several Al test samples were etched by the Ar ion gun in order to find out
the optimum parameters for IBAD. The best results were achieved with 3kV beam
energy, 30mA emission current and 1.6× 10−6mbar gas pressure . Similar to the
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Figure 3.4: 25 nm thick Al film deposited on silicon oxide substrate without IBAD
at a rate of 0.75Å/s with a base pressure of 0.16 Pa. SEM images of the sample
with 5.0µm scan size and 1.0µm scan sizes. The sample has some surface defects
and the roughness of the film is 2.74nm.

e-gun, the ion bean energy defines the energy of the accelerated ions and emission
current controls the total amount of ions reaching the target, in other words current
density created on the sample by Ar+ ions.

Al films with various thicknesses are fabricated with and without IBAD and
comparison between these thin films are made. Thin films were fabricated on Sil-
icon dioxide-Silicon Substrate SiO2 − Si with ǫr = 12.5. Films were deposited at
rates of 1 Å/s, 3 Å/s and 4 Å/s in a UHV system with a base pressure of 0.16 Pa.

3.2 Substrate Ion Milling

Substrate treatment with ion milling is the first step in thin film fabrication and
it has paramount impact on thin film growth. An effect on film growth results in
changes in thin film properties such as surface roughness and defect density as well.
As an example, we present Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) images of a 100nm
Al thin film deposited on SiO2 substrate with and without substrate treatment be-
fore deposition. These thin films are 5.13nm and 7.88nm in roughness respectively.
They are also very different in grain size and grain shape. The sample which has
metal deposition without substrate cleaning has flaky grains and the growth of the
film is not smooth. On the other hand, the sample which was cleaned before the
deposition has lower roughness and grains that are more circular in shape. Fig. 3.3
displays the 5.0µm and 2.0µm AFM scans of the samples and it is obvious that film
growth gets effected by the surface topography and contamination of substrate be-
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Figure 3.5: 25 nm thick Al film deposited to the silicon oxide substrate without
IBAD at a rate of 5 Å/s with a base pressure of 0.16 Pa. SEM images of the sample
with scan sizes of 5.0µm and 1.0µm. The sample does not have any hole-like defects
on the film surface but it has an average grain size of 100nm and a roughness of
4.2nm.

fore deposition was made. The chemical washing, ultra sonic treatment and other
treatment processes are covered in Chapter 5 and therefore not included here.

3.3 Non-IBAD Films

Non-IBAD thin films are prone to a large number of surface defects and high
roughness. There are two main parameters that can be altered in order to improve
the film quality. These parameters are deposition rate and deposition time. We
have studied many different Al thin films that were prepared without using ion
beam assistance. The samples were deposited with different deposition rates and
two typical examples are presented here. Sample #1 is a 25 nm thick Al film which
was deposited at a rate of 0.75 Å/s. This sample has several holes on the surface
and density of these defects can be up to 0.5 defects per µm2. Most of these defects
have circular shapes and radii of the holes can be as large as 100nm. Fig. 3.4 shows
SEM images of the sample #1 with 5.0µm and 1.0µm scan sizes. Roughness of the
film is 2.74nm. And Fig. 3.5 shows SEM images of the Sample #2 with scan sizes
of 5.0µm and 1.0µm.

Sample #2 has the same thickness but a higher deposition rate than Sample
#1. This film is deposited at a rate of 5 Å/s. Unlike the surface defects on Sample
#1, Sample #2 does not have any significant holes on its surface. Instead it has
other problems, which are grain size and hillock structures. The average grain size
of Sample #2 is around 100nm and this larger grain size causes higher roughness.
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Figure 3.6: AFM images of 12 nm thick Aluminum films deposited on Silicon oxide
substrate by thermal evaporation with and without IBAD (as seen in the first row,
IBAD film has 5nm color bar, while non-IBAD film has 100nm color bar). SEM
images of the samples with 1.0µm scan size (second row), and 100nm scan size
(third row) are also shown. With the standard evaporation technique, the root
mean square (rms) roughness of the film is 2.41nm and the grain size is around
30nm, whereas with IBAD, the rms roughness is 0.318nm and the grain size is
around 10nm, which is almost three times smaller than the grain size of the films
fabricated by standard evaporation technique. Increase in grain size is an indicator
of increasing surface roughness for thin films. Non IBAD film (second column)
shown in this figure has smaller grains and low roughness than the film shown in
Fig. 3.3. Main reason for this difference is film thickness, which is only 12 nm at
this sample while it is 100 nm at Fig. 3.3.

Therefore, Sample #2 has a roughness of 4.2nm which is 40 % rougher than sample
#1. Problems with non-IBAD thin films with higher roughness and hillock struc-
tures have been previously reported in the literature [28].
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Figure 3.7: SEM scan images of sample grains with IBAD films. Sample #5(a)
(first row) and sample #6(b)(second row) with 5.0µm and 1.0µm scans are shown.
Sample #5 has a deposition rate of 1Å/s, roughness of 6.74nm and grain size of
approximately 100nm. Sample #6 has 4 Å/s deposition rate and 2.15nm roughness.
Sample #6 has smaller grain size 30nm but also some surface defects. These films
are fabricated with ion gun parameters such as, 300eV beam energy, 35mA emission
current and 1.69× 10−6mbar gas pressure.

3.4 IBAD Films

IBAD films are fabricated by bombarding the substrate with Ar+ ions during
metal deposition. Three main parameters must be taken into consideration for
IBAD film fabrication process. Deposition rate and deposition time are important
for IBAD films as well. In addition to these two common parameters, atom-to-ion
arrival ratio RA/I is the other important parameter for IBAD film fabrication. RA/I

is defined as the ratio between the evaporated atoms and energetic ions arriving at
sample surface. RA/I affects film density, roughness and quality. We have studied
several Al thin films with various film thicknesses and deposition rates. In the first
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Samples Thickness Roughness Deposition Rate Defect Density IBAD
#1 25 nm 2.74 nm 0.75 Å/s 0.5 defects/µm2 No
#2 25 nm 4.20 nm 5 Å/s 0 defects/µm2 No
#3 12 nm 0.32 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 Yes
#4 12 nm 2.41 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 No
#5 25 nm 6.74 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 Yes
#6 25 nm 2.15 nm 4Å/s 0.1 defects/µm2 Yes

Table 3.1: Thickness, roughness, deposition rate, defect density and IBAD proper-
ties of thin films mentioned in this chapter.

part of this section, comparison results between IBAD and non-IBAD Al thin films
with the same thickness are presented. In the second part, comparison of IBAD
films with different deposition rates are presented.

Sample #3 and sample #4 (Fig. 3.6)have the same film thickness of 12 nm.
Sample #3 is fabricated by IBAD method, whereas sample #4 is fabricated by a
standard evaporation technique. Films are deposited at approximately the same
deposition rate, 1Å/s in the Sputnik system. Sample #3 has roughness of 0.318nm
and grain size of approximately 10nm, while sample #4 has roughness of 2.41nm
and grain size of approximately 30nm. Through the IBAD technique, the roughness
of the thin film is reduced by almost 85 % and grain size is reduced by approxi-
mately 65 %. Fig. 3.6 exhibits Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and SEM images
of the sample #3 on the left and sample #4 on the right.

Test depositions with various samples have revealed that IBAD films have much
better quality than non-IBAD films. The next step is to investigate the dependence
of film quality on deposition rate. Several IBAD thin films are fabricated at differ-
ent deposition rates and examined for this purpose. Here we present two typical
examples. Sample #5 and sample #6 have the same film thickness of 25 nm. Both
samples have been fabricated through IBAD method but at different deposition
rates. Sample # 5 and #6 have deposition rates of 1Å/s and 4Å/s respectively.
Sample #5 has roughness of 6.74 nm and it does not have any defects on the sample
surface. Sample #6 has a lower roughness at 2.15nm and a smaller grain size, but
there are some holes on the film surface. These surface defects begin to appear
for samples with deposition rates higher than 3Å/s. Fig. 3.7 shows SEM images of
the sample #5 on the first row and sample #6 on the second row with 5.0µm and
1.0µm scan sizes.

Test depositions have shown that IBAD Al films with low deposition rates in
the range of 0.1Å/s to 3.0Å/s do not have any surface defects, but they have larger
grain sizes which result in higher roughness. On the other hand, IBAD Al films
with high deposition rates (4Å/s− 7Å/s) offer smaller grain sizes and lower rough-
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ness, but in that case defects like hillock structures or holes begin to appear on
the film surface. Tests have also revealed that these defects begin to appear when
RA/I atom-to-ion arrival ratio is higher than a 3Å/s. We have realized that there
is an optimal value for deposition rate which depends on the Ion flux density of
the sample during deposition process. We call this value CR the critical deposition
rate for IBAD films fabrication. Ion flux density is determined by the power of the
Ion gun, therefore this critical rate is also determined by the power of the Ion gun.
The best samples were fabricated when RA/I = 1, which leads us to an optimum
deposition rate of CR ∼ 3Å/s for the Sputnik system. At this deposition rate, it
is possible to get smooth films without any defects and with reasonable grain size
and roughness.

On the other hand, tests have also shown that thicker films have larger grain size,
which increases roughness. Thickness is not the only reason for getting rougher films
with increased thickness. Depositing thicker films needs longer deposition times.
The sample surface heats up due to longer deposition process. This excessive heat
causes larger grain sizes and higher roughness. It is possible to solve this heating
problem by increasing the deposition rate of metal, but in that case a stronger Ion
gun is needed to keep RA/I at the optimum value. Table 3.1 summarizes the proper-
ties such as thickness, roughness, deposition rate, defect density and IBAD of thin
films mentioned in this chapter. Roughness of the films decreases with increasing
deposition rate and defects at the surface of thin films begin to appear when the
deposition rate exceeds the critical value of CR 3Å/s.



Chapter 4

Design

This chapter focuses on the design aspect of different Superconductive CPW
resonators. The chapter consists of three sections. The first section describes the
properties of the two different software applications used for CPW resonator design
in this study and discusses their respective advantages and disadvantages. The
second section of the chapter describes a special program written for Superconduc-
tive CPW resonator design and discusses the details of this software application.
The last section of the chapter presents different layouts prepared by these software
applications and explains layout properties.

There are various software programs available that can design and simulate Su-
perconductive CPW resonators [29],[30]. In this study, designs were carried out
by Raith Turnkey 150 system’s own software application and a special program
written in C language. Raith Turnkey 150 system’s software application is capable
of making dots and polygons and drawing lines and circles. Unfortunately, this
software application has some shortcomings, the most important of which is it does
not allow programming or modification of the source code. This limitation makes it
impossible to write loop statements or other kinds of statements to create different
structures with varying parameters. Each structure in that design has to be made
one by one. Secondly, the software divides meander like structures into triangles
during the exposure and if a design contains many meander like structures, it takes
very long time to expose these areas. CPW resonators are very long structures and
they must have many meandering parts in order to make the design more compact.
Fig. 4.1 shows a 13.2mm long CPW resonator design on 5.0× 2.5mm2 size. Blue
meander-like structure at the center of the figure is made of lines and the rest of
the design is made of polygons.

Raith Turnkey 150 has different kinds of exposure modes such as area exposure,
line exposure and dot exposure modes. Line exposure and dot exposure modes are
technically the same; when a line has the same starting and ending point, that
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Figure 4.1: Layout of 13.2 mm long CPW resonator on 5 x 2.5 mm2 size. Blue
meander like structure at the center of figure is made of lines and rest of the design
is made of polygons.

structure is handled as a dot. After performing some test exposures, we found out
that patterning CPW resonators with line exposure mode instead of area exposure
mode shortens the exposure time drastically. Therefore, line exposure mode is used
for patterning.

4.1 Pattern Generator

The Raith Turnkey 150 software application creates and saves designs in GDSII
file format. This file format is simply a text format consisting of two columns with
numbers. In this file, every row represents a point in the design; first column is
the x-coordinate value and second column is the y-coordinate value of the point.
Instead of using Raith software for design of meandering waveguide, we wrote a
program that creates a text file which has a similar structure to the GDSII file. We
later imported these program-created text files into Raith System. By using this
new program, we were able to create hundreds of structures; mostly lines consisting
of thousands of points with varying parameters.

Pattern generator program is written in C language (Appendix B), and it is
capable of creating meander patterns with different input parameters. Pattern de-
sign consists of two kinds of structures, lines and polygons. Fig. 4.2(a) provides
a closer look at the meandering center structure which is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
center structure is made of lines and yellow dots, which represent each of the points
defined in GDSII file. Fig. 4.2(b) shows the SEM image of the structure after fab-
rication.

Fig. 4.2 also shows that the waveguide of Superconductive CPW resonator is
created by exposing two clusters of lines, each of which consists of five individual
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Figure 4.2: A closer look at the meandering center structure which is shown in
Fig. 4.1. Center structure is made of lines and yellow dots that represent the each
point defined in GDSII file (a), and SEM image of the structure after fabrication
(b).

Figure 4.3: Design image of the input coupler and a part of the waveguide. Input
coupler is made by polygon structures and waveguide is made by lines (a). SEM
image of the input coupler after fabrication is shown in (b).

lines. These lines are exposed separately. However, after finalizing the exposure,
five individual lines in each cluster have collapsed to a wide single exposed line.
Fig. 4.3(a) displays the design image of input coupler, which is made of polygon
structures, and a part of the waveguide made of lines. A SEM image of the input
coupler after fabrication is shown in Fig. 4.3(b).

There are numerous advantages to using a C language based program in pat-
terning. Once the program is written, it requires minimal effort to manipulate the
source code in order to change the design parameters, to compile and run. Pro-
gramming does not require any other application in order to run; it can execute
independently from any of them. These particular properties make programming
in C language very fast and reliable. Thus, we were able to design several different
resonators in a short span of time, even though they consisted of hundreds of sep-
arate parts.
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4.2 Program

The properties of the desired layout such as write filed, resonator length, and
strip width have to be defined before running the program. These properties are
called input parameters of the layout and they line up just after the definition of
variables at the top of the program text (Appendix B). A complete design has more
than 15 different input parameters. As we have mentioned before, a Superconduc-
tive CPW design consists of lines and polygons, which have input parameters that
have to be defined individually. In order to get the desired design outcome, one
should be very careful while choosing the values for input parameters. Important
input parameters and the lengths defined by these parameters are shown in Fig. 4.4
as an example. For this Superconductive CPW resonator’s input parameters; l1
defines the length from beginning of the resonator to first bending point, l2 defines
the half length of the resonator height, l3 defines the length from last bending point
to end of the resonator, WF defines write field size and US (red colored part) de-
fines the unit structure that is created by input parameters and repeated as many
times as necessary depending on the total length of the resonator.

Figure 4.4: Input parameters: l1 defines the length from beginning of the resonator
to first bending point, l2 defines the half length of the resonator height, l3 defines
the length from last bending point to end of the resonator, WF defines write field
size and US (red colored part) defines the unit structure which is created by input
parameters and repeated as many times as necessary depending on the total length
of the resonator are shown for this Superconductive CPW resonator design.
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4.3 Input Parameters for Polygons

There are additional input parameters to define polygons and the sizes of the
couplers. Variable lp1 defines size of the input coupler, lp2 defines the size of
the output coupler and a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, and a8 defines the side lengths for poly-
gons. Fig. 4.5 shows an input coupler of a resonator as an example with these values
marked on. Grayed areas on Fig. 4.5(a) are magnified in Fig. 4.5(b) and Fig. 4.5(c).

Figure 4.5: Input parameters for polygons, Fig. 4.5a shows lp1, a3, a4, a5, a6 and
θ (theta) variables for a resonator. Grayed areas on Fig. 4.5a are magnified in Fig
4.5b and Fig.4.5.c. a1 and a2 parameters are shown in Fig. 4.5b and parameters a7
and a8 are shown in Fig. 4.5c. For this resonator, the values of the input parameters
are: lp1=50.0, a1=0.3, a2=5; a3=8; a4=1; a5=4; a6=8; a7=0.05; a8=2.

4.4 Layouts

Numerous CPW resonators with different layouts are designed and fabricated
for this study. Some examples of these designs are presented and the details of lay-
outs are discussed below. CPW resonators are designed by written program with
lengths varying from 11mm to 26mm. CPW resonators are very long structures and
in order to fit them on a small chip, a very compact design with many meandering
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parts are needed. Similar meandering designs for Superconductive CPW resonator
fabrications are employed by other researchers as well [31].

The center conductor of the resonator is separated from lateral ground planes by
a gap. This gap extends at the edges of the chip keeping the same ratio between the
center conductor and the gaps to match the impedance of conventional microwave
components, which is Z = 50Ω. The resonator is coupled to an input-output feed
line by capacitors at each end. Width of these extended fingers are the same as
center conductor, and separated from ground planes by the same gap width as the
waveguide in Fig. 4.3(b). The geometry of these coupling capacitors defines the
coupling capacitance between the input-output feed line and the waveguide.

Figure 4.6: Design layout of 3.0 GHz Superconducting CPW resonators with
1000µm WF. The length of the meandering waveguide is L = 13.189mm. The
center conductor is 0.25µm wide, separated from the lateral ground planes extend-
ing to the edges of the chip by a 0.5µm gap. Coupling capacitors extended into
ground planes with 10µm finger at input port and with 100µm finger at output
port. Width of the finger is the same as center conductor’s, which is 0.25µm, and
separated from ground planes by a 0.5µm gap. Further details of this design layout
are shown in Chapter 6 as sample A0.3-200.
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Figure 4.7: Design layout of 3.0 GHz Superconducting CPW resonators with
1000µm WF. The length of the meandering waveguide is L = 13.189mm. The
center conductor is 2.0µm wide, separated from the lateral ground planes extend-
ing to the edges of the chip by a 1.5µm gap. Coupling capacitors extended into
ground planes with 20µmfingers at input and output ports. Width of the finger is
the same as center conductor’s, which is 2.0µm, and separated from ground planes
by a 1.5µm gap. Further details of this design layout are shown in Chapter 6 as
sample A2-100.

Figure 4.8: Design layout of 3.0 GHz Superconducting CPW resonators with
1000µm WF. The length of the meandering waveguide is L = 26.4mm. The center
conductor is 2.0µm wide, separated from the lateral ground planes extending to the
edges of the chip by a 1.0µm gap. Coupling capacitors extended into ground planes
with 30µm fingers at input and output ports. Width of the finger is the same as
center conductor’s, which is 2.0µm, and separated from ground planes by a 1.0µm
gap. Further details of this design layout are shown in Chapter 6 as sample A2-50.

Figure 4.9: Design layout of 3.0 GHz Superconducting CPW resonators with
1000µm WF. The length of the meandering waveguide is L = 13.189mm mm. The
center conductor is 1.5µm wide, separated from the lateral ground planes extending
to the edges of the chip by a 0.5µm gap. Coupling capacitors extended into ground
planes with 50µm fingers at input and output ports. Width of the finger is the
same as center conductor’s, which is 1.5µm, and separated from ground planes by
a 0.5µm gap.





Chapter 5

Fabrication

In this chapter, the fabrication process of Superconductive CPW resonators is
discussed. TurnKey-150 system from Raith GmbH is employed for this purpose.
This system is the combination of a scanning electron microscope manufactured
by LEO Electron Microscopy Ltd. with Gemini column and a high precision laser
interferometric stage. The system offers nanometer-scale precision and it is possible
to construct structures within limit size of 50 nm. In this study, two different met-
als, Aluminum and Niobium, are used for fabrication of CPW resonators. The same
technique is applied for fabrication of both kinds of CPW resonators. Extremely
complex, nanometer-scale device patterns with high resolution can be created by
using EBL [32]. Electron beam lithography (EBL) is employed for creation of masks
(patterns) and dry etching is used for finalizing the fabrication process. The first
part of the chapter explains how EBL was used for writing structures on the chips;
latter sections give further details about the etching technique and the final section
discusses possible fabrication errors along with suggested solutions.

As an overview of the fabrication process, the first empty wafer was sputtered
with a layer of metal and then this metal layer was coated with high resolution
EBL resist. Subsequently, the EBL system was used for development of masks on
the chips, and the fabrication process was finalized by dry etching.

5.1 Preparation of Chips

Silicon substrates are originally single-side polished wafers with a radius of 4
inches and 1µm thermally grown silicon oxide layer on the surface. The wafer was
scribed into desired sizes by a diamond tip scriber. Initially, the wafer is scribed and
cracked into squares with dimensions of 2.5× 2.5cm2 in order to carry out metal
deposition and patterning by EBL. The wafer is scribed on the back side in order to
protect the front side from dust and fractured silicon pieces. However, since it is not
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Figure 5.1: Thin film formation by spinning.

possible to keep the front side of the wafer entirely clean, there were always some
fractured silicon pieces and dust on the front side of the wafer. So as to remove
these silicon pieces and other unwanted particles, the wafer must be cleaned prior
to the metal deposition. Cleaning is a two-step process; the first step is placing
the wafers in a beaker with MilliQ water or isoproponal (IPA) in combination with
sonication for 10 minutes, and then drying them with N2. The second step is ashing
the wafers with O2 Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) RF with 30W forward power for
75 seconds. The chamber pressure is to be kept at 30 mTorr, and gas flow at 20
sccm throughout the process. After cleaning is performed, the wafers are stored in
a clean container until the metal deposition.

Metal depositions of Al chips are carried out by Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)
deposition system (Sputnik) in our labs. Nb chips were prepared at Chalmers In-
stitute of Technology by Alexy Pavlotsky‘s group. The fabrication process of Al
thin films and related quality matters have been discussed in previous chapters.

5.2 Resist Coating

EBL fabrication requires wafer coating with high resolution resist in order to
get fine structures. Positive high resolution resist ZEP520 (undiluted) from Nippon
ZEON Ltd. is used for this purpose. Resist coating was performed in two steps in
order to get better planarization results; initially, the chip was spinned at a slower
speed during the resist pouring onto the chip; and at the next step, the chip was
spinned at a much faster speed so as to spread the resist into a thinner layer.

In the first step, 5 ml of resist was poured on the metal-deposited chips and
spun at a speed of 120 rpm with total step time of 4s. In the second step, the
spinner was quickly ramped up to 5000-6000 rpm and remained at that speed for
approximately 2 minutes, resulting in a resist thickness in the range of 300 to 350
nm. Afterwards, the chips were baked at 180Co for 10-15 minutes. Depending on
the roughness of the empty wafer, the resulting thickness of the resist might differ
from the expected thickness, which is obtained from data sheet. Therefore, the
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of electron beam lithography during exposure.

substrate roughness must be taken into consideration.

5.3 Patterning by Electron Beam Lithography

Nanometer scale very complex device patterns with high resolution can be cre-
ated by using EBL [32]. Superconductive CPW resonators with feature sizes of a
few hundred nanometers are patterned and fabricated by Electron Beam Lithog-
raphy (EBL) system. Typical EBL patterning process begins with designing the
patterns on compatible CAD software. In this study, as we have mentioned earlier,
a special program written in C language was used to create text files containing
designs, which were later imported and converted to GDSII format by Raith 150
Turnkey system software. Following that, some dose tests were performed to specify
the correct exposure dose. Once the required exposure dose was estimated, expo-
sure parameters were calculated by Raith 150 Turnkey system software. In order to
fabricate millimeter-long meander structures with thousands of exposure points, the
corresponding EBL patterns were exposed by line exposure mode at 25 kV e-beam
acceleration voltages. Area and dot exposure modes of TurnKey-150 system were
also used for specific duties such as patterning pads, write field stitching problems
and connecting relatively large pieces of the circuit to smaller patterns. Numerous
dose tests have been performed in order to determine the exposure parameters ex-
perimentally. A schematic diagram of electron beam lithography during exposure
is shown in Fig. 5.2.

It is absolutely necessary to develop the resist immediately after exposure. Undi-
luted ZEP520A resist is developed by P-xylene. It is very crucial to avoid overdevel-
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Figure 5.3: Optical microscope image of etch mask ready for dry etching. Etch
mask of input coupler which consists of center strip, ground planes and gaps are
shown in the image.

opment which leads to broadening of the structures, which, in turn, causes exposed
areas during e-beam lithography to be too wide and center strip to be too narrow or
discontinuous after dry etching. We have found out that the optimum development
time was 2 minutes 30 second through trial and error.

5.4 Dry Etching

The last step for fabrication of Superconductive CPW resonators is Reactive Ion
Etching. Etch mask is considered ready for dry etching after development of the
chips with P-Xylene. E-beam resist that remained on the chip after development
is used as a protection mask for etching process. On the ground planes and center
strip, thickness of the resist is approximately 300 nm and on the exposed areas,
which are gaps between waveguide and ground planes, resist is almost completely
removed. Therefore, as soon as etching process starts, the metal film on the gaps
will immediately start etching, but coating layer of resist will act as a protection
layer on the ground planes and center strip. After BCl3 etching, O2 ashing is used
for removing the resist left from the coating at the top of metal structures, ground
planes, and center strip on the pattern. Fig. 5.3 shows the etch mask for the input
coupler which consist of center strip, ground planes and gaps which are ready for
BCl3 etching.

Oxford Plasma lab 80+ RIE with BCl3 is used for etching Nb and Al chips.
Several etch tests have been performed in order to get the etch ratio close to 1:1
with the etch rates for e-beam resist and metals. Table 5.1 shows the etch rates of
Zep 520A, Metals (Nb, Al), and SiO2 by BCl3 etching. The etch rates of Zep 520A,
SiO2, and particularly Nb and Al, can be deliberately controlled by changing the
etch power and the chamber pressure.
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Figure 5.4: PC (printed circuit) board, sample is mounted to the recess of the PC
board (a). MMCX coaxial connector with four prongs(b).

Using BCl3 etching with Oxford Plasma lab 80+ RIE requires a special method.
Cathode of the etcher must be covered with a silicon wafer to make plasma more
stable and the etching process cleaner. We remove the screws of the quartz ring,
lift the ring up, place the silicon wafer onto the metal cathode and screw the quartz
ring back onto its place. After that, we can place the chips onto the silicon wafer.
Following the etching process, the remaining e-beam resist on the chip is removed by
Oxford Plasma lab 80+ RIE by means of Oxygen (O2) ashing. In our study, chips
were ashed with forward power of 100 W at 50 mTorr pressure for 300 seconds.
Table 5.2 summarizes the parameters for BCl3 etching and O2 ashing. Fig. 5.5
shows the fabrication process of the CPW resonator in five steps.

Material Etch Rate
Zep 520A 0.78nm/min.
Metals (Nb,Al) 0.67nm/min.
SiO2 10.4nm/min.

Table 5.1: Etch rates of Zep 520A, Metals (Nb, Al), and SiO2 by BCl3 dry etching.

BCl3 O2

Power 200 W 100 W
Pressure 15 mTorr 50 mTorr
Duration 360 sec. 300 sec.

Table 5.2: Etch power, chamber pressure and duration parameters of BCl3 etching
and O2 ashing.

After finalizing fabrication process, the chip is bonded to a PC (printed circuit)
board to start the measurements. MMCX coaxial connectors with four prongs are
soldered to the PC board in order to use them for connection. The two side prongs
of the connectors are used for grounding and the middle one is used for connection
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Figure 5.5: Fabrication process of Superconductive CPW resonator in five steps.
Cross section of the chip is shown at each step. (a)Vapor deposition of metal with
electron gun. (b) Positive e-beam resist (Zep520A) coating. (c)E -beam exposure
and development by P-Xylene. (d)BCl3 etching. (e)O2 ashing.

of high frequency signal. The chip is glued to the recess of the PC board and middle
connector bonded to the sample. Two different bonding methods are used. In the
first method, connector is attached to the chip with 25µm thick Al bonding wires.
In that case bonding is done by using a Kulicke & Soffa Model 4523D semiauto-
matic bonder. In the second method, samples are connected to PC board with
EPO-TEK H20 solid silver-filled epoxy. In this case, pongs are either glued to the
chip directly or connected by a thin wire which is glued to both the chip and the
connector with epoxy at each end.

5.5 Fabrication Problems

In this section, detailed analysis of some fabrication problems are presented
along with the recommended solutions to these problems. Minute details during
fabrication process of a resonator may cause malfunction of the resonator during
measurements. Due to this sensitivity, every detail of fabrication process must be
taken into consideration. Aside from the slow writing speed, the most common
problems of fabrication process are dirty chips, stitching errors (inability to achieve
pattern-placement accuracy), roughness of the resist, beam quality and the prox-
imity effect. These problems have significant influence on the pattern quality, thus
they determine the properties of the devices [33]. In this section, three of the major
fabrication errors, namely dirty chips,stitching errors (write field shift) and beam
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Figure 5.6: Dust landed on center strip before dry etching. This dust particle
blocks the etching of metal film between the ground planes and center strip which
leads to a short in the circuit. Such silicon pieces do not pose any problems, if
they land on the surface of the chip after dry etching, when they can be removed
by cleaning. However, if they land on the sensitive parts of the resonator such as
couplers or center strip when it has mask on before dry etching, then their effect
can be harmful.

quality are covered in detail along with some examples with possible solutions.
Other possible problems and their effects on fabrication process are also discussed
at the end of section.

5.5.1 Dirty Chips

The most common problem in fabrication process is having dirt on the chip, par-
ticularly for samples with large write fields. For this study, we have designed and
fabricated Superconductive CPW resonators with lengths up to 26 mm long and
total size of 125mm2(25× 5mm2). We have also fabricated resonators with waveg-
uide dimensions of 400nm× 20nm× 26mm and these resonators with very narrow
center strip are very vulnerable to dirt. A tiny fractured silicon piece from scratch-
ing or careless sample handling can cause short between center strip and ground
planes and result in malfunction. Designing the resonators more compactly, even if
the total length was the same, decreases the probability of dirt landing on sensitive
parts of the resonator, hence increases the chance of getting a working sample. In
order to achieve successful results, cleanliness must be taken into account at all
times and one must be very careful with treatment of the chip. As an example,
Fig. 5.6 shows a dirt particle trapped between the ground plane and center strip.

5.5.2 Write Field Shift

Writes field shift is also one of the most common problems in fabrication process
and it must be taken into consideration. This problem is created by the working
mechanism of EBL system when it divides up large patterns into smaller write
fields [34]. Even at ideal conditions, it is not possible to achieve pattern place-
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Figure 5.7: CAD image of center strip at write field crossing point (a). Optical
image of the same point. Due to a shift in x-direction, center strip is narrower than
designed at the write field crossing point(b).

ment accuracy of less than 20 nm with 1 mm WF. Many methods are developed
for measuring EBL stitching and different solutions are used in order to overcome
these problems [35]. The most commonly used methods for measuring WF shift
are Vernier method and Morie method, which do not even require the use of coor-
dinate measuring tools [36]. In this study, SEM imaging is used for measuring EBL
stitching errors and a new approach is pursued to solve this problem. The effect
of the write field shift is remedied by replacing the original waveguides with extra
patches of added waveguides. These new patches are added to the design where the
waveguide crosses the WF boundary. The optimal values for exposure parameters
such as exposure dose and coordinate system sift for these patches are obtained via
experimental investigations. Fig. 5.7 shows a CAD image of center strip at write
field crossing point and the optical image of the same point. The center strip is
narrower than designed at the write field crossing point due to shift in x direction.

Contraction problem of center strip at write field crossing point is solved by
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Figure 5.8: Image of CAD of waveguide at write field boundary with modified
patches (a), optical image (b) and SEM image of the same point after sample
fabrication (c).

adding new patches to the design. In order to pattern these patches, we use a dif-
ferent coordinate system, which is shifted by 20µm in both x and y directions with
respect to coordinate system of the waveguide. Because of this shift in coordinate
system, patches are within the same write field and there were not any shifts on
them. Fig. 5.8 shows CAD image of the center strip at write field crossing point
along with optical and SEM images.

Another limitation of the fabrication process is proximity effect, which is the
result of electron beam-resist interaction [37]. Electrons scattering from resist and
substrate can cause undesired shapes on patterns. There are three major methods
to solve this problem: background correction exposure, shape modification, and
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Figure 5.9: Optical microscope image of exposure date written on the chip. This
is a unique identification number for that chip and this id number is created at
every exposure. On the right and left sides of the date, there are test structures in
various sizes.

dose modification [38],[39]. We have used dose modification method for this study.
The patterning is corrected by introducing a compensating dose to inner and outer
lines of the waveguide.

5.5.3 Beam Quality

Focused electron beams are employed to pattern structures by irradiating the
resist layers in EBL. High resolution patterning requires small spot sizes on EBL
and electron beam spot size depends on injection parameters such as electron beam
energy and electron beam intensity [40]. In order to estimate the quality of the
spot, test structures are written at every exposure. These test structures consist of
circular structures, which are written in order to investigate if there is deflection
at any direction; a cluster of lines in order to determine when these group of lines
collapse to single big line; and a group of dots getting gradually closer to assess the
resolution of the spot.

In addition to these test structures, exposure date is also written on every chip.
This creates a unique number for every chip, hence makes it possible to trace the
samples later on and get information about design and exposure parameters, which
are kept in a logbook. In Fig. 5.9, optical microscope image of exposure date can
be seen. This date is a unique identification number for that chip. On the right
and left sides of the date, there are test structures written in various sizes.

Fig. 5.10 shows the SEM images of the test structures in various sizes. The
largest test structure has a side length of 20µm, while the smallest has 1µm. Test
structures with larger sizes have sharp edges and straight borders, but smaller struc-
tures do not have as much resolution. If we compare Fig. 5.10 (a) to (b), crescent
and star of figure (a) have very sharp edges, whereas edges on figure (b) appear
rounded. In figure (c), two curves that make up the crescent have collapsed to
a big single curve, and the metallic gap inside the crescent moon between these
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Figure 5.10: SEM images of test structures with various side lengths. Larger test
structures have sharp edges and straight borders, while the smaller structures do
not have as much resolution.

two curves is completely exposed. Furthermore, star-shaped structure has also col-
lapsed to form a large star-shaped spot. The test structures in figure (c) appears
to have a completely different construction than the one in figure (b), which has
visible metal inner core in the interior parts of the star and crescent moon. In fig-
ure (d),even the crescent moon and star-like structure start to merge into a single
structure. Actually, the exact same design process has been used for patterning all
these test structures with different side lengths. By examining the test structures,
we can estimate the quality of EBL spot size, dose and distance required to collapse
a group of lines into a single line as we did for the waveguide.

Fabrication process is a multi step process, during which various chemicals inter-
act with a variety of materials. These interactions may sometimes cause unexpected
results. It is in fact not always obvious which interaction causes which problems
or defects. Some of our samples have visible defects on them and reasons for these
defects are not clear all the time. Fig. 5.11 shows one of these cases in an SEM
image of a sample taken after BCl3 etch process. There is a fractal-like structure on
the chip which causes short between waveguide and ground planes. Our best guess
is this fractal structure appears due to interaction between BCl3 gas and EBL resist.

In conclusion, there are many factors that influence the quality of a Super-
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Figure 5.11: SEM image of fractal-like structure on the chip after BCl3 etch process.

conductive CPW resonator. All these factors must be considered systematically,
because each of them has crucial effects on the quality of the device and may cause
malfunction. Few of these factors have been discussed in detail. However, there
are several others such as film quality, aberrations of beam at the edges of write
(especially for big write fields) and drift of stage during exposure, which are not
mentioned here, yet must be taken into careful consideration. These factors deter-
mine whether the device will properly function or not.



Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

In this chapter, the fabrication and measurement results are presented. The
chapter begins by listing successfully fabricated Superconductive CPW resonators
with characteristic dimensions along with some detailed examples. The second part
of the chapter reports the measurement results, showing transmission spectra; mea-
sured nonlinear kinetic inductance as well as optical and SEM images of sensitive
parts of these measured samples. Some calculated and measured characteristics are
also listed with a brief explanation about the measurement system.

6.1 Fabricated Resonators

Many Superconductive CPW resonators with various parameters are fabricated.
The fabrication process is covered in considerable detail in Chapter 5, therefore not
included here. We observed resonance peak at transmission spectrum of some
resonators. Several different parameters are taken into consideration during fabri-
cation process and samples with different characteristic dimensions are fabricated.
These characteristic dimensions are length of the cavity, width of center conductor,
the gap between the center conductor and lateral ground planes, length and width
of the finger which extends to coupling capacitors and film thickness.

Optical microscope and SEM images of a 3× 1.5mm2 chip containing a Super-
conducting Nb CPW resonator is shown at Fig. 6.1 as an example. In this figure
characteristic dimensions of this cavity are also shown.

45
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Figure 6.1: Optical Microscope Image of a 3× 1.5mm2 chip containing a Super-
conducting Nb CPW resonator is shown in (a). The length of the meandering
resonator is l = 13.2mm. The center conductor is 0.3 µm wide, and the gap be-
tween the center conductor and lateral ground planes is 0.5 µm. This gap extends
at the edges of the chip keeping the same ratio between the center conductor and
the gaps to match the impedance of conventional microwave components, which is
Z=50 Ω. The resonator is coupled by capacitors at each end to an input-output
feed line. The capacitance per unit length is estimated to be C = 95pF/m which
gives a total resonator capacitance of ∼ 1.4 pF. Optical microscope image of the
coupling capacitor with 10 µm finger extended into ground planes, is shown in (b).
Width of the finger is 0.3 µm, the same as center conductor, and separated from
ground planes by a 0.5 µm gap (c). The bending part of the meander structure
with radius r = 15µm is shown in (d). The capacitance of the coupling capacitor,
which is adjustable for different geometries, is 1.99 fF. The schematic in (e) shows
the cross section of a CPW resonator.

In Table 6.1 some of the fabricated samples with characteristic dimensions are
listed. Samples whith a name starting with "E" are designed by Frank M. Weber
and fabricated by Evelyn Doherty, sample S4-200 is designed by Erik A. Tholèn,
fabricated by STAR Cryoelectronics (Robin Cantor) and modified by David B.
Haviland and Anders Liljeborg and rest of the samples are (code names starts with
"A") designed and fabricated by the author.
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Parameter Symb,Note Unit E10-200a E10-200b E10-200c E10-200d E10-200e S4-200

Cavity length l, Designed [mm] 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 7.692
Strip Width w, Designed [µm] 10 10 10 10 10 4
Film Thick. d, Designed [nm] 200 200 200 200 200 200
Gap Width s, Designed [µm] 4 4 4 4 4 2
Coupler (in) Designed [µm] 0 0 25 50 100 10
Coupler (out) Designed [µm] 0 0 25 50 100 50
Capacitance C, Designed [pF/m] 152 152 152 152 151 142
Res. Freq. f0,Measured [GHz] 3.1144 3.1090 3.0931 3.0973 3.0861 7.6224
Q-factor Q, Measured 475000 160000 500000 450000 56453 4144
Insertion loss Measured [dB] -15.5 -23.5 -16.2 -14.8 -11.4 -
Phase v. Calculated [108m/s] 1.4264 1.4239 1.4166 1.4185 1.4134 -

Parameter A2-200a A2-200b A2-100 A2-50 A2-20 A1.5-200 A1-200 A1-100 A0.3-200

Cavity length 13.189 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 13.189 13.189 13.189 13.189
Strip Width 2 2 2 2 2 1.5 1 1 0.3
Film Thick. 200 200 100 50 20 200 200 100 200
Gap Width 1.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 2 0.5
Coupler (in) 20 30 30 30 30 10 10 50 10
Coupler (out) 20 30 30 30 30 100 100 50 100
Capacitance 124.51 142 142 135.3 142 159 116 - 95.44
Res. Freq. 5.8209 3.0901 3.0467 2.7087 3.1477 4.3104 3.8020 5.6632 3.0792
Q-factor 35821 29259 5231 42250 1332 2608 490 9176 1055
Insertion loss -11.2 -27.1 -40.6 -17.6 -29.2 -13.5 -6 -0.9 -18.8
Phase v. 1.5354 1.6315 1.6087 1.4302 1.6620 1.1370 1.0029 1.4937 0.8122

Table 6.1: Design parameters such as, input and output capacitor lengths, strip width, strip thickness, cavity length
and gap sizes are shown along with measured results such as resonance frequency(fundamental mode, L = λ/2), Q-factor,
insertion etc. Sample A1-100 is fabricated from IBAD Al thin film and rest of the samples were fabricated from non-IBAD
Nb thin films. Some of these resonators will be discussed separately in the next section.
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6.2 Measurements

After fabrication of Superconductive CPW resonators, transmission spectra of
the resonators were measured and analyzed. Superconductive CPW resonators that
are mentioned in the previous section are measured with network analyzer. Both
Al and Nb samples are cooled down to well below the superconducting transition
temperature in a dilution refrigerate cryostat. Network analyzer sends micro wave
signals up to 5GHz from the input port and detects the transmission from out-
put port. A sharp increase in the transmission is observed when network analyzer
sends micro wave signals at the same frequency as resonance frequency. The quality
factor of the resonance peak is measured as Q = f0/∆f where f0 is the resonance
frequency and ∆f is the bandwidth when the energy of the resonator is half its peak
value. It is possible to see a resonance peak at transmission spectrum only when
the resonator becomes superconductive. In a normal state, transmission losses are
too high and this loss destroys the resonance. Measurements are carried out in the
Low Temperature Laboratory and Erik A. Tholèn was the first person in charge
for measurements.

Some CPW resonators with successfully measured transmission spectrums (nor-
malized to maximum transition) are shown below. Optical Microscope and Electron
Microscope images of the cavities are also included. Quality factors and resonant
frequencies of the resonators will be included. Cavities will be shown in chronolog-
ical order.
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Figure 6.2: a) Transmission spectrum of resonator A0.3-200 at various temperatures (a). The quality factor of the
resonance is Q = 1055 and the film is 200nm thick Nb. Optical microscope image (b) and CAD design (c) of meandering
resonator. The length of the resonator is l = 13.189mm. The resonator is coupled to input and output capacitors at
each end. Optical microscope image (d) and SEM image (e) of the input coupler with 10 µm finger extended into input
coupler. SEM image of the bending point of the meander structure with radius r = 23µm (f)
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Figure 6.3: a) Transmission spectrum of resonator A1.5-200 at various temperatures (a). The quality factor of the
resonance is Q = 2608 and the film is 200nm thick Nb. Optical microscope image (b) and CAD design (c) and of
meandering resonator. The length of the resonator is l = 13.189mm. The resonator is coupled to input and output
capacitors at each end and optical microscope image of a coupling capacitor with 10 µm finger extended into input
coupler (d). Optical image of the bending point of the meander structure with radius r = 7µm (e).
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Figure 6.4: Transmission spectrum of resonator A2-200a at various temperatures(a). The quality factor of the resonance
is Q = 35821 and the film is 200nm thick Nb. Optical microscope image (b) and CAD design (c) and of meandering
resonator. The length of the resonator is l = 13.189mm. The resonator is coupled to input and output capacitors at
each end and SEM image of a coupling capacitor with 20 µm finger extended into input coupler (d). Optical image of
the bending point of the meander structure with radius r = 14µm (e). SEM image of the center conductor with a width
of 2.0 µm and separated from lateral ground planes by a 1.5 µm gap (f).
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Figure 6.5: Transmission spectrum of resonator A2-100 at various temperatures (a). The quality factor of the resonance
is Q = 5231 and the film is 100nm thick Nb. CAD design and optical microscope image of meandering resonator (b).
The length of the resonator is l = 26.4mm. The resonator is coupled to input and output capacitors at each end and
optical microscope image of a coupling capacitor with 30 µm finger extended into input coupler (c). Optical microscope
image of the center conductor with a width of 2.0 µm and separated from lateral ground planes by a 1.0 µm gap (d).
Optical image of the bending point of the meander structure with radius r = 16µm (e).
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Figure 6.6: Schematic diagram of the measurement system with observed gain for
pump, signal and idlers for sample 2, listed in Table 6.2(a). Gain of the input
"signal" as a function of pump power and fp − f0.

6.3 Parametric Amplification

Parametric amplification is a process where a signal with frequency fs is ampli-
fied by using the nonlinearity of a system and a pump with frequency fp. Parametric
amplification, which is used for developing low-noise amplifiers, can be observed in
many different mechanical, electrical and optical systems. Parametric amplifiers
can be considered as mixers with gain, which appears as the amplification of the
input signal. The application of parametric amplifiers lies in their ability to am-
plify one quadrature with very low noise added to the signal in comparison with to
conventional amplifiers.

Parametric amplification with a gain of +22.4dB is observed in this study [4]
and this amplification is achieved by using intrinsic nonlinearities of CPW res-
onators. Two input signals with different frequencies are applied to the nonlinear
system in our experiments. These inputs are called "signal" with frequency fs and
"pump" with frequency fp. By mixing these input signals with the nonlinearity of
the CPW resonator, we observe two new frequencies which are called "idlers" in
the transmission spectra of the resonator. Idlers have frequencies of 2fp − fs and
2fs − fp respectively. By changing the power of the pump one can amplify the input
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Parameter Symb. Unit Sample 1 Sample 2

Film Thickness d [nm] 200 200
Strip Width w [µm] 10 2∗

Gap Width s [µm] 4 1.5∗

Cavity length l [mm] 22.9 13.2
Linear Inductance Llin [nH/m] 330 337
Nonlinear Inductance Lnonlin

k [nH/m] 0.018(i/ib)2 0.027(i/ib)2

Capacitance C [pF/m] 151 125
Bifurcation current ib [mA] 84 26
Linear Kinetic Inductance Llin

k ,[13] [nH/m] 4.52 17.08
Magnetic Inductance Llin

m ,[13] [nH/m] 111.8 111.4

Table 6.2: Characteristic dimensions of sample 1 and sample 2. (* These values are
different from those given at [4], and they are corrected in this table. Sample 1 is
coded as E10-200 and sample 2 is coded as A2-200a in Table 6.1.)

signal or idlers resulting in signal amplification or gain. This amplification process
is phase sensitive, therefore one quadrature of the input signal is amplified while
the other quadrature is deamplified. The deamplification process applies to all the
signals at the resonator bandwidth, therefore noise caused by either thermal fluctu-
ations or quantum fluctuations are also deamplified. This deamplification process
is called noise squeezing. Fig. 6.6(a) shows the schematic diagram of the measure-
ment system with observed gain for pump, signal and idlers. Fig. 6.6(b) shows
the gain of the input "signal" as a function of pump power and fp − f0 and f0 is
measured resonance frequency of the cavity only with linear inductance (Fig. 6.7).
f0 is measured with low input power before the resonance curve stars to bifurcate.

6.4 Nonlinear Kinetic Inductance

We observe a shift of resonance frequency, f0, by increasing the applied cur-
rent on the stripline. By taking into account the shift of f0 and the calculated
capacitance, the total inductance, LTot of resonators is calculated. A bifurcation
on resonance curve with increasing applied power (circulating current) is observed
experimentally. Here detailed descriptions of sample 1 and sample 2, which were
analyzed in [4] are presented and their nonlinear behaviors are studied. These res-
onators are made from 200nm thick Nb film. Sample 1 has a gap size of s = 4.0µm
and strip width of w = 10.0 µm with l = 22.9mm ; sample 2 has s = 2.0 µm with
w = 1.5µm with l = 13.2mm. Table 6.2 shows these resonators with characteristic
dimensions.
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Figure 6.7: Bending of the resonance curve and bifurcation with applied power for
sample 1. Scale is for lowest curve, other curves are offset 4dB per curve.

The circulating current in the resonator at the bifurcation point is determined
by the applied microwave power, and this circulating current is calculated by fit-
ting the data (transmission spectra) to the model introduced in [4]. The circulating
current at bifurcation point is 84mA for sample 1 and 26mA for sample 2. Eq 6.3
and Eq. 6.4 show the calculated total inductance from fit to the model for sample 1
and sample 2 respectively. Llin is the linear inductance and it is measured by apply-
ing low input power to the resonator and then measuring the resonance frequency.
Llin = 330nH for sample 1 and 337nH for sample 2. Lnonlin

k is the current depen-
dent nonlinear kinetic inductance that is causing a shift of resonance frequency and
bifurcation.

LTot = Llin + Lnonlink (6.1)

Lnonlink
∼= a(Icirc/ib)2 (6.2)
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Figure 6.8: Estimated nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin
k by fitting transmission

spectra data to the model introduced [4] for sample 1 (solid line), and for sample 2
(dashed line) by increasing circulating current from 0 to ib.

L(1) = 330 + 0.018(
Icirc
0.084

)2[nH ] (6.3)

L(2) = 337 + 0.027(
Icirc
0.026

)2[nH ] (6.4)

Fig. 6.7 shows the shift of the resonant frequency f0 with respect to increasing
circulating current on the strip line for sample 1. The cause of this shift on reso-
nance frequency is current dependent nonlinear kinetic inductance Lnonlin

k (I) . All
the resonators listed in Table 6.1 showed this nonlinear behavior and qualitative
behavior of this nonlinear kinetic inductance Lnonlin

k is the same for all the samples.

Fig. 6.8 shows the estimated nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin
k by fitting

transmission spectra to the model introduced [4] for sample 1 (solid line), and for
sample 2 (dashed line) by increasing circulating current from 0 to ib.

6.4.1 Critical Current Density

The critical current density Jc of Nb resonators depends very strongly on mate-
rial properties such as roughness, grain size and edge quality. These material prop-
erties are defined by fabrication techniques and conditions. The sensitivity to the
fabrication technique and film properties can cause orders of magnitude difference in
Jc for Nb thin films. In the bulk Nb Jc is measured between Jc ∼ 108 − 109Amp/m2

[41]. Thin films have higher critical current Jc = 6× 1010Amp/m2, for d = 100µm
film and Jc usually increases with decreasing film thickness. Increase of Jc with
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decreasing film thickness suggests a non-uniform distribution of current density
across the thickness of the film [25]. Depending on the properties such as thick-
ness, width etc. different mechanism can decide Jc of Nb structures [42]. Studies
taking into consideration these mechanism showed that thin stripline resonator like
structures (bridges) with w ∼ 0.1− 10µm and d ∼ 10− 25nm has critical current
densities Jc ∼ 1− 3× 1011Amp/m2 and Jc decreases slightly by increasing width
of the structure [24].
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Instrumentation

The Albanova Fabrication Laboratory facilities are used for this Licentiate the-
sis. The most frequently used equipments are listed below and brief descriptions
with pictures are also shown.

7.1 SEM and EBL System

Electron Beam Lithography is commonly used a technique to pattern devices
with feature sizes with tens of nanometers. It is possible to either create patterns
directly on the chip or pattern mask by EBL and than use this mask for etching.
Raith 150 Turnkey system is employed for sample fabrication in this study. System
is a combination of a SEM manufactured by LEO Electron microscopy Ltd. using
the Gemini column and a high precision laser interferometric stage combined with
special D/A (digital-to-analog) converters for the e-beam deflection during lithogra-
phy, both made by Raith Gmbh. Fig. 10.1(a) shows the Raith 150 Turnkey system
during an exposure and Fig. 10.1(b) shows the laser interferometric stage during a
service of system. Sample holder is round disk visible at the top of the stage. The
system can perform between voltages from 5 keV to 30 keV. There is also special
computer aided design (CAD) software on the system which creates design files in
GDSII format. Schematic diagram of electron beam lithography during exposure
is shown in Figure Fig. 5.2.

7.2 Scanning Probe Microscope

Veeco Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope is used for imaging samples and
for quality control. Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope has many different
scanning modes, like Contact Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) mode, Tapping
Mode AFM mode, and Wet AFM mode and Magnetic Force Mode (MFM). CAFM
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Figure 7.1: SEM and EBL system from Raith Gmbh, during an exposure(a). Laser
inetrferometric stage during a service of system. Sample holder is round disk visible
at the top of the stage(b).

Figure 7.2: Veeco Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope during a scan.

(Contact Atomic Force Microscope) is the most frequently used mode for this study.
Fig. 7.3 shows the Veeco Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope during a scan.

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is a member of the scanning probe micro-
scope (SPM) family. SPMs can measure different properties such as height, optical
absorption and magnetism. The AFM operates by measuring attractive or repulsive
forces between a tip and the sample. Forces between the tip and the sample surface
cause the cantilever to bend, or deflect. The AFM cantilever is sensitive enough
to detect surface forces such as Vander-Waals, magnetic and electrostatic forces.
This sensitivity quality enables us to use AFM to investigate physical, chemical
and magnetic properties of a surface.

The scanning process is carried out by moving the sharp tip up and down as
it is traced back and forth on the surface of the sample. A photo detector detects
deflections in the laser beam, which is focused on the back of a cantilever-probe
with a sharpened tip. Feedback control system is used to keep the cantilever-probe
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Figure 7.3: A schematic diagram of Atomic Force Microscope with main compo-
nents.

in a fixed deflection and the surface topography is mapped out by a computer using
the movements of piezoelectric scanner. Fig. 7.3 illustrates a schematic setup of
the AFM with main components.

Unlike traditional microscopes, scanned-probe systems do not use lenses. There-
fore, their resolution is generally limited by the size of the probe, rather than diffrac-
tion effects. AFMs can be used to study insulators, semiconductors and electrical
conductors. The greatest advantage of an AFM is that it is able to operate in air,
but can also operate in vacuum or in liquid [43],[43].

7.2.1 Contact AFM

Contact AFM mode allows us to obtain topographic images of the surface and
dimensions of the features on the surface can be measured. This mode is used
for both IBAD film quality controls and Superconductive CPW resonator quality
control. The quality and size of the AFM tip have a considerable impact on the
resolution and accuracy of image. Depending on the quality of the tip, the results
may differ significantly in height (z-direction). For example, AFM scans of a sam-
ple containing features which are 5− 10 times smaller in size than the tip can give
an unrealistic image. The resulting image of every small feature is a convolution
of both the tip and the feature. But, if the structures are comparable or bigger
than the tip used than it is possible to get very nice topographic images. This size
difference allows good surface imaging as long as if it do not deflect the beam out
of scale. A noticeable tooth-like cusp might have occurred because of scanning too
fast, resulting in jumps of the cantilever.
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Figure 7.4: lasmaLab 80Plus RIE/ICP system from Oxford Plasma Technology
during a sample load and etching. Plasma is visible through a small window on the
top cover of the system.

7.3 Reactive Ion Etching System

Two different PlasmaLab 80Plus RIE/ICP systems from Oxford Plasma Tech-
nology are used for etching processes. Currently the first system is equipped
with three process gases; Argon, Oxygen, Nitrogen and second system is equipped
with Chlorine Cl2 and Boron Trichloride BCl3. Fig. 7.4 shows PlasmaLab 80Plus
RIE/ICP system during a sample load and etching. Plasma is visible through a
small window on the top cover of the system.

7.4 UHV Deposition System (Sputnik)

Sputnik thin film deposition system consists of an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
chamber with a load-lock (Fig. 7.5). The load chamber and load lock are pumped
down by separate turbo molecular pumps. Aluminum road in the UHV chamber
is heated with a focused electron beam during the deposition. The typical base
pressure of the chamber is 10−10 Torr. System is equipped with a thickness moni-
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Figure 7.5: Overview of the UHV deposition system that used for Al thin film
deposition(a). Close view of load lock when the door is open. Rotatable sample
holder is visible inside the load lock(b).

tor. Chamber pressures vary between 10−7 Torr to 10−9 Torr during evaporation.
Thickness monitor should be calibrated before using the system.
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Conclusions

The work described in this thesis is related to the development of the fabrica-
tion process for manufacturing and characterization of the Superconductive copla-
nar waveguide (CPW) resonators. We showed that smooth and continuous thin
films are necessary for resonator applications especially for the fabrication of the
high aspect ratio resonators. This requirement is achieved by a special technique
called IBAD. In order to design many resonators with varying design parameters
such as input and output capacitor lengths, strip width, cavity length, gap size in a
reasonable time a very flexible software is required, and a special program with ‘C’
programming language is written for this purpose. Finally electron beam lithogra-
phy is employed for creation of masks.

As a result, the parametric amplification with a gain of +22.4dB is observed and
the current dependent nonlinearity is measured. Systematic study of intrinsic non-
linearities of Superconductive CPW resonators is made. Two different approaches,
the Bean critical state model and current dependent penetration depth model, are
used in order to simulate the nonlinearity of the CPW resonators. In the Bean crit-
ical state model current distribution on the centerstrip is used for calculating the
kinetic energy of the superconductive charge carriers. The simulation showed that
limiting the speed of charge carriers by introducing a critical current density, causes
a decrease in the total kinetic energy with increasing circulating current. Decrease
in kinetic energy leads to decrease in kinetic inductance. Conversely, experiments
showed an increase in the kinetic inductance.

In the second model, a current dependent penetration depth model is assumed.
Similar to the first model, we assumed that the current density at the edges of
centerstrip is limited by the critical current density. However, in this model the
redistribution of the current is achieved by introducing current dependent pene-
tration depth, λL(I) and the nonlinear kinetic inductance is calculated from the
difference between the London penetration depth (linear) and the current depen-
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dent penetration depth. Our simulation estimated an increase in the penetration
depth with increasing circulating current. Since the kinetic inductance is directly
proportional with the square of penetration depth, the simulation showed increase
in kinetic inductance in agrement with experimental observations. According to our
simulations, the nonlinear kinetic inductance is almost three orders of magnitude
more than the calculated nonlinear inductance from the resonance spectra.

In the first model the total kinetic energy is calculated as the current redis-
tributes. The second model is based on current dependent London penetration
depth λL(I) and at this model pair breaking causes a decrease in density of charge
carriers and increase in London penetration depth. In fact, if we calculate the non-
linear kinetic inductance by using current redistribution, the second model is also
shows a decrease in kinetic inductance similar to the first model.

From these two models we can finally conclude:

1. Calculating kinetic energy from the current distribution and using linear re-
lation between kinetic energy and kinetic inductance is not a valid method
for characterization of CPW resonators.

2. Any model which includes a critical current density is unlikely to explain the
experimental data properly because of experimentally observed nonlinearity
exists even at very low circulating currents.

3. Any model which estimates a significant change in the current distribution is
unlikely to explain the nonlinearity, because nonlinear kinetic inductance is
almost three orders of magnitude less than linear kinetic inductance.

In addition, there might be other reasons causing this nonlinearity, such as:

1. Cracks inside the centerstrip of CPW resonator, which are not visible from
outside, can cause nonlinear behavior.

2. Nonlinearity can be originated from the design of the centerstrip. Since cen-
terstrip has rectangular shape there might be radiative looses at the edges of
centerstrip and these looses can be dependent on the circulating current.

3. The vortex penetration or vortex motion can cause nonlinearity.

We start with the examining the first possibility which points out that the cracks
inside the centerstrip might cause nonlinear behavior. Since most of the resonators
showed nonlinear behavior and the qualitative behavior of this nonlinearity was
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the same, we can eliminate the first probability. It is very unlikely to have similar
cracks at all resonators with similar effects. For the second possibility, which points
out that the nonlinear behavior can be caused by the design of the centerstrip, since
two studied resonators at [4], showed very similar results for nonlinear kinetic in-
ductance (18 pH and 27 pH) even though they have very different aspect ratios, we
can eliminate that possibility too.

The last possibility, which points out that the nonlinear behavior can be origi-
nated from vortex penetration, is the strongest candidate for explaining nonlinear
behavior of CPW resonators. Since the vortices exist even at low circulating cur-
rents that can explain why there was a nonlinearity even at very low circulating
currents. Increase of the circulating current might cause change in vortex proper-
ties such as vortex size or total current circulating around the vortex core which
can cause inductance change of the resonator. In order to prove this guess more
work and modeling has to be done.
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Chapter 10

Appendix

10.1 Appendix A - Fabrication Recipes

Cleaning

Scribing the wafer into 2.5× 2.5cm2 sizes
Rinsing with deionized water
Placing in beaker with MilliQ water or IPA and sonication for 10 min
O2 Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) RF with 30W forward power for 75 seconds

Metal Deposition

Metal: Aluminum
Thickness: 20nm - 200nm
Deposition rate: 0.1Å/s - 8Å/s
Pressure:10−7Torr, during evaporation

E-beam Lithography

Resist: Zep520A
Thickness: 330nm
Spinning parameters: 6000 rpm, 60 sec
Baking: 10 min. at 180oC

Exposure parameters;
Aperture: 20µm for high resolution CPW lines, and 120µm for low resolution input
output structures
Write field: 1mm2

Step size: 16nm
Dose: 100µC/cm2

Developer: P-xylene
Duration: 2 min. 30 sec.
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10.2 Appendix B - Resonator Design

Input parameters

l1; Distance between first and second point, should be bigger than input capaci-
tance.
l3; Distance between last 2 points, should be bigger than output capacitance.
l4; Distance between two groups within write field.
l5; Distance between two groups at separate write field and must be some integer
times write field size.
WF, Write field size.
TOTALL, Total length of cavity in microns.
NOM, Number of meander group.
NOBAOL, Number of unit structure at one complete line.
NOLG, Number of lines at one bunch.
NEL, Number of erased lines between two bunches of lines.
Stepsize, Shift between two lines within one bunch of lines, in micrometer.
teta, Angle step at bending.

Calculated parameters

TOCL= (NEL+1)*stepsize Thickness of center line.
RAV=(WF-(l1+l3+(l4)/2.0))/((4.0*NOBAOL)+2.0); Average radius for single write
field miendar group.
RAV=(WF-(l1+(l4)/2.0))/((4.0*NOBAOL)+2.0); Average radius for multi write
field miendar group.
RB=RAV+(TOCL/2.0) Bigger radius.
RS=RAV-(TOCL/2.0) Smaller radius.
l2= (TOTALL+(RB+RS)-(l1+l3)-(NOBAOL+0.5)*3.14*(RB+RS))/ (4.0*NOBAOL);
Parameter defines length of base unit.
TNOL=2*NOLG+NEL Total number of loops.
TTL=TNOL*stepsize; Total thickness of two group of lines *1000 nm.
TOL=NOLG*stepsize; Thickness of one group of line.
l4 and l5 values are important only if there is more than one meandering group,
otherwise l4 and l5 values are zero and NOM=1.
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Output Files

The script creates two text files simultaneously, one for Matlab and the other
for the Raith Software, which are called pathformatlab.txt and pathforraith.txt.
Pathformatlab.txt file consists of five columns; X-coordinate, Y-coordinate, RB,
RS and Total Length values of pattern.

X-coordinate Y-coordinate RB RS Total Length
0.000000 0.000000 29.049999 23.950001 0.000000
100.000000 0.000000 29.049999 23.950001 100.000000
103.746605 0.294864 29.049999 23.950001 103.758194
107.400955 1.172197 29.049999 23.950001 107.516380

Table 10.1: Example of Pathformatlab.txt.

Pathforraith.txt file has a special structure which is required for Raith Software.
Definition of an object starts with # and first line keeps the properties of that ob-
ject. First element of first line shows the type of the object; L for line and dot, 1
for polygon. Second element is used for specifying dose, third for layer and fourth
for width values. Each row represents a point, with X and Y coordinates values, in
micrometer.

#
L 10000.0 0 0.000
0.000000 0.000000
100.000000 0.000000
100.000000 0.000000
103.746605 0.294864
107.400955 1.172197
110.873070 2.610394
114.077454 4.574043
116.935211 7.014793
119.375961 9.872543
121.339607 13.076928
122.777802 16.549044

Table 10.2: Example of Pathforraith.txt.
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10.2.1 Program

«No that’s not a bug,

it’s a feature.»

Unknown Programmer...

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define Ncurves 90 /∗ Should be bigger than TNOL ∗/
#define Npoints 2000 /∗Should be bigger than number of 1unit ∗40 ∗/
#define Ncoords 10

int main()
{

register int a,b,c,pi ;
float loop[Ncurves][Npoints][Ncoords],poly [10][10][10], RS, RB,stepsize,TTL,TM,TOL,a1,a2,a7,RAV;
float TOCL,TOTALL,l2,teta;
int l1 , l3 , l4 , l5 ,nopab,scanang,nop,x,NOBAOL,TNOL,y,NOLG,NEL,ends,lp1,lp2,a3,a4,a5,a6,np,a8,NOM;
int NOMX,bbb,WF;
int ∗∗map;
const float deg2rad = acos(−1.0)/180.0;

FILE ∗file ;
FILE ∗filem;
float h;
char ∗buffer ;

/∗ Parameters For Loops ∗/
l1=100; /∗Distance between first and second point , should be bigger than input capacitance∗/
l3=100; /∗distance between last 2 points , should be bigger than output capacitance∗/
l4=0; /∗distance between two groups within WF∗/
l5=0; /∗distance between two groups without WF AND MUST BE INTEGER TIMES WF∗/
WF=995; /∗ WRITE FIELD∗/
TOTALL=13200.0; /∗Total length of cavity IN MICRONS∗/
NOM=1; /∗ NUMBER OF MIENDAR GROUP∗/
NOBAOL=7.0; /∗Number of 1UNIT at one loop∗/
NOLG=3; /∗ Number of lines at one thick line or group∗/
NEL=50; /∗Number of erased lines∗/
stepsize=0.1; /∗ shift between two lines ∗1000 nm∗/
teta=9.0; /∗Angle step of angle at first bending∗/
TOCL=(NEL+1)∗stepsize; /∗ thickness of center line∗/

/∗ Calculation of Radius∗/
if(NOM==1)
RAV=(WF−(l1+l3+(l4)/2.0))/((4.0∗NOBAOL)+2.0); /∗ Average radius FOR SINGLE WF MIENDAR ∗/
else

RAV=(WF−(l1+(l4)/2.0))/((4.0∗NOBAOL)+2.0); /∗ Average radius For multi WF MIENDAR∗/

RB=RAV+(TOCL/2.0); /∗ Bigger radius ∗/
RS=RAV−(TOCL/2.0); /∗ Smaller radius∗/

/∗ Calculating l2 ∗/
if(NOM==1)
l2=( TOTALL+(RB+RS)−(l1+l3)−(NOBAOL+0.5)∗3.14∗(RB+RS))/ (4.0∗NOBAOL);
else

l2=( TOTALL+(NOM∗(RB+RS+28.0))−(l1+l3+((NOM−1.0)∗(l4+l5)+l5)+( ((NOBAOL+0.5)∗NOM)\\
∗3.14∗(RB+RS) ) ))/(4.0∗NOBAOL∗NOM);

if(( l2+RB)>(WF/2))
printf ("\n l2 IS BIGGER THAN HALF OF THE WRITE FIELD , \\

    INCREASE NOBAOL, OR NOM \n");
printf ("RAV= %f \t , RB= %f \t ,RS= %f \t ,L2= %f \n",RAV,RB,RS,l2);

/∗ Expressions never change∗/
pi=3.14;
NOMX=0;
TNOL=2∗NOLG+NEL;
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TTL=TNOL∗stepsize;
TOL=NOLG∗stepsize;

/∗ parameters for small polygons ∗/
lp1=50.0; /∗ input coupler∗/
lp2=50.0; /∗ output coupler ∗/
a1=TOL;
a2=TTL;
a3=8;
a4=1;
a5=4;
a6=8;
a7=0.05;
a8=2;

/∗ setting loops to zero∗/
for(a=0;a<Ncurves;a++)
{ for(b=0;b<Npoints;b++)

{ for(c=0;c<Ncoords;c++)
loop[a ][b ][c]=0;

};
};

/∗ setting polygons to zero∗/
for(a=0;a<10;a++)

{ for(b=0;b<10;b++)
{ for(c=0;c<10;c++)

loop[a ][b ][c]=0;
};

};

/∗loop for loops∗/
RB=RB+stepsize; /∗ RB is equal to real radius which is \\
radius of STRIP line + half of the width of STRIP line ∗/
RS=RS−stepsize; /∗ RS is equal to real radius which is \\
radius of STRIP line + half of the width of STRIP line ∗/
loop [0][0][0]=0.0; /∗ DIFFERENCE BETWEEN \\
RS AND RB SHOULD BE EQUAL TO WIDTH OF STRIP LINE ∗/
loop [0][0][1]= stepsize ;

for(y=1;y<=TNOL;y++)
{
RB=RB−stepsize/∗stepsize∗/;
RS=RS+stepsize/∗stepsize∗/;

/∗ First point ∗/
loop[y ][0][0]= loop[y−1][0][0]+0.0;
loop[y ][0][1]= loop[y−1][0][1]−stepsize ;
loop[y ][0][2]=RB;
loop[y ][0][3]=RS;
loop[y ][0][4]=0;

/∗ Second point∗/
loop[y ][1][0]= loop[y ][0][0]+ l1 ;
loop[y ][1][1]= loop[y ][0][1]+0.0;
loop[y ][1][2]=RB;
loop[y ][1][3]=RS;
loop[y ][1][4]= l1 ;

nop=2;
for(NOMX=1;NOMX<=NOM;NOMX++)
{

/∗First bending∗/
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at first bending∗/
scanang=−1.0∗teta;

for(a=nop;a<=nop+nopab;a++)
{

scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RS∗( sin(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RS∗(1.0−cos(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)\\
+ pow((loop[y][a][1]\\
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−loop[y][a−1][1]),2) ) ; (2.0∗pi∗RS∗scanang)/360.0;

};

for(x=1;x<=NOBAOL;x++) /∗loop fpr number of bends at one loop∗/
{

/∗ satarting of Unit Structure
/∗ first straightline ∗/

loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0];
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1]+l2;
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+l2;

/∗ first part of first bending∗/
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at first part of second bending∗/
nop=a+1;

scanang=0;
for(a=nop;a<nop+nopab;a++)
{
scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RB∗(1.0−cos(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RB∗( sin(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)\\
+ pow((loop[y][a][1]−loop[y ][a−1][1]),2) ) ;

};
/∗second part of first bending∗/
nop=a;
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at second part of second bending∗/
scanang=0;

for(a=nop;a<nop+nopab;a++)
{

/∗printf ("a= %d , b= %d \n",a,b);∗/
scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RB∗(sin(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RB∗(cos(scanang∗deg2rad)−1.0);
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)+ \\
pow((loop[y][a][1]−loop[y ][a−1][1]),2) ) ;

};

/∗ straight line between two heads∗/
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0]+0.0;
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1]−2.0 ∗ l2;
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+2.0 ∗ l2;

/∗ first part of second bending∗/
nop=a+1;
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at second part of second bending∗/
scanang=0;

for(a=nop;a<nop+nopab;a++)
{

/∗printf ("a= %d , b= %d \n",a,b);∗/
scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RS∗(1.0−cos(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RS∗(sin(scanang∗deg2rad)∗(−1.0));
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)+ \\
pow((loop[y][a][1]−loop[y ][a−1][1]),2) ) ;

};

/∗second part of second bending∗/
nop=a;
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at second part of second bending∗/
scanang=0;
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for(a=nop;a<nop+nopab;a++)
{ /∗printf ("a= %d , b= %d \n",a,b);∗/
scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RS∗(sin(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RS∗(1.0−cos(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)+ \\
pow((loop[y][a][1]−loop[y ][a−1][1]),2) ) ;

};

/∗ last straightline ∗/
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0];
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1]+l2;
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+l2;

a++;
/∗ END OF UNITTTTTT1 UNIT
}; /∗end of 1unit loop∗/

/∗ pushing down ∗/
a−−;

loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0];
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1]+l2−RB−RS;
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+l2−RB−RS;

/∗ last bending∗/
nop=a+1;
nopab=90.0/teta; /∗number of points at first part of second bending∗/

scanang=0;
for(a=nop;a<nop+nopab;a++)
{ scanang=scanang+teta;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][nop−1][0]+RB∗(1.0−cos(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][nop−1][1]+RB∗( sin(scanang∗deg2rad));
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+sqrt ( pow((loop[y][a][0]−loop[y ][a−1][0]),2)+ \\
pow((loop[y][a][1]−loop[y ][a−1][1]),2) ) ;

};

/∗ DISTANCE BETWEEN GROUPS ∗/
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0]+l4+l5;
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1];
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+l4+l5;

nop=a+1;
}; /∗ end of all big groups ∗/

a++;
/∗ Last points ∗/
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0]+l3;
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1];
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4]+l3;

a++;
loop[y ][a][0]=loop[y ][a−1][0]; /∗ Pushing last point inside the Last and Empty WF.∗/
loop[y ][a][1]=loop[y ][a−1][1];
loop[y ][a][2]=RB;
loop[y ][a][3]=RS;
loop[y ][a][4]=loop[y ][a−1][4];

}; /∗end of main loop∗/

np=a; /∗number of points at one full pattern∗/
/∗erasing∗/
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/∗NEL= NUMBER OF ERASED LINES∗/
for(a=NOLG+1;a<=NEL+NOLG;a++)

{ for(b=0;b<Npoints;b++)
{ for(c=0;c<Ncoords;c++)

loop[a ][b][c]=0;
};

};

/∗WRITING POLYGONSS∗/
/∗poly 0 ∗/
poly [0][0][0]=(1.0)/2.0∗( a1);
poly [0][0][1]=0.0;
poly [0][1][0]=(−1.0)/2.0∗(a1);
poly [0][1][1]=0.0;
poly [0][2][0]=(−1.0)/2.0∗(a1);
poly [0][2][1]=(−1.0)∗(a2);
poly [0][3][0]=(1.0)/2.0∗( a1);
poly [0][3][1]=(−1.0)∗(a2);
poly [0][4][0]=(1.0)/2.0∗( a1);
poly [0][4][1]=0.0;

/∗poly 1∗/
poly [1][0][0]= lp1;
poly [1][0][1]= a8;
poly [1][1][0]= poly [1][0][0]+ a4;
poly [1][1][1]= poly [1][0][1];
poly [1][2][0]= poly [1][1][0];
poly [1][2][1]= poly [1][1][1]+ a3+a5;
poly [1][3][0]= poly [1][2][0]− a4−lp1−a1−a6;
poly [1][3][1]= poly [1][2][1];
poly [1][4][0]= poly [1][3][0];
poly [1][4][1]= poly [1][3][1]− a5;
poly [1][5][0]= poly [1][4][0]+ a6+a1+lp1;
poly [1][5][1]= poly [1][4][1];
poly [1][6][0]= poly [1][5][0];
poly [1][6][1]= poly [1][5][1]− a3;

/∗poly2∗/
poly [2][0][0]= lp1;
poly [2][0][1]=(−1.0)∗(a8)−(a2);
poly [2][1][0]= poly [2][0][0]+ a4;
poly [2][1][1]= poly [2][0][1];
poly [2][2][0]= poly [2][1][0];
poly [2][2][1]= poly [2][1][1]− a3−a5;
poly [2][3][0]= poly [2][2][0]− a4−lp1−a1−a6;
poly [2][3][1]= poly [2][2][1];
poly [2][4][0]= poly [2][3][0];
poly [2][4][1]= poly [2][3][1]+ a5;
poly [2][5][0]= poly [2][4][0]+ a6+a1+lp1;
poly [2][5][1]= poly [2][4][1];
poly [2][6][0]= poly [2][5][0];
poly [2][6][1]= poly [2][5][1]+ a3;

/∗poly 3 ∗/
poly [3][0][0]= loop [1][ np][0]+(1.0)/2.0∗(a1);
poly [3][0][1]= loop [1][ np ][1];
poly [3][1][0]= poly [3][0][0];
poly [3][1][1]= poly [3][0][1]− a2;
poly [3][2][0]= poly [3][1][0]− a1;
poly [3][2][1]= poly [3][1][1];
poly [3][3][0]= poly [3][2][0];
poly [3][3][1]= poly [3][2][1]+ a2;
poly [3][4][0]= poly [3][3][0]+ a1;
poly [3][4][1]= poly [3][3][1];
poly [3][5][0]= poly [3][0][0];
poly [3][5][1]= poly [3][0][1];
poly [3][6][0]= poly [3][0][0];
poly [3][6][1]= poly [3][0][1];

/∗poly4 ∗/

poly [4][0][0]= loop [1][ np][0]−lp2;
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poly [4][0][1]= loop [1][ np][1]+(a8);
poly [4][1][0]= poly [4][0][0]− a4;
poly [4][1][1]= poly [4][0][1];
poly [4][2][0]= poly [4][1][0];
poly [4][2][1]= poly [4][1][1]+ a3+a5;
poly [4][3][0]= poly [4][2][0]+ a4+lp2+a1+a6;
poly [4][3][1]= poly [4][2][1];
poly [4][4][0]= poly [4][3][0];
poly [4][4][1]= poly [4][3][1]− a5;
poly [4][5][0]= poly [4][4][0]− a6−a1−lp2;
poly [4][5][1]= poly [4][4][1];
poly [4][6][0]= poly [4][5][0];
poly [4][6][1]= poly [4][5][1]− a3;

/∗poly5∗/
poly [5][0][0]= loop [1][ np][0]−lp2;
poly [5][0][1]= loop [1][ np][1]−a2−a8;
poly [5][1][0]= poly [5][0][0]− a4;
poly [5][1][1]= poly [5][0][1];
poly [5][2][0]= poly [5][1][0];
poly [5][2][1]= poly [5][1][1]− a3−a5;
poly [5][3][0]= poly [5][2][0]+ a4+lp2+a1+a6;
poly [5][3][1]= poly [5][2][1];
poly [5][4][0]= poly [5][3][0];
poly [5][4][1]= poly [5][3][1]+ a5;
poly [5][5][0]= poly [5][4][0]− a6−a1−lp2;
poly [5][5][1]= poly [5][4][1];
poly [5][6][0]= poly [5][5][0];
poly [5][6][1]= poly [5][5][1]+ a3;

/∗ poly6∗/
poly [6][0][0]= lp1;
poly [6][0][1]=(−1.0)∗(a7);
poly [6][1][0]= poly [6][0][0]+ a4;
poly [6][1][1]= poly [6][0][1];
poly [6][2][0]= poly [6][1][0];
poly [6][2][1]= poly [6][1][1]+ a8+a7;
poly [6][3][0]= poly [6][2][0]− a4;
poly [6][3][1]= poly [6][2][1];
poly [6][4][0]= poly [6][3][0];
poly [6][4][1]= poly [6][3][1]− a7−a8;
poly [6][5][0]= poly [6][4][0];
poly [6][5][1]= poly [6][4][1];
poly [6][6][0]= poly [6][4][0];
poly [6][6][1]= poly [6][4][1];

/∗poly7∗/
poly [7][0][0]= lp1;
poly [7][0][1]=((−1.0)∗(a2))−(a8);
poly [7][1][0]= poly [7][0][0]+ a4;
poly [7][1][1]= poly [7][0][1];
poly [7][2][0]= poly [7][1][0];
poly [7][2][1]= poly [7][1][1]+ a8+a7;
poly [7][3][0]= poly [7][2][0]− a4;
poly [7][3][1]= poly [7][2][1];
poly [7][4][0]= poly [7][3][0];
poly [7][4][1]= poly [7][3][1]− a7−a8;
poly [7][5][0]= poly [7][4][0];
poly [7][5][1]= poly [7][4][1];
poly [7][6][0]= poly [7][4][0];
poly [7][6][1]= poly [7][4][1];

/∗poly8 ∗/
poly [8][0][0]= loop [1][ np][0]−lp2−a4;
poly [8][0][1]= loop [1][ np][1]−a7;
poly [8][1][0]= poly [8][0][0]+ a4;
poly [8][1][1]= poly [8][0][1];
poly [8][2][0]= poly [8][1][0];
poly [8][2][1]= poly [8][1][1]+ a8+a7;
poly [8][3][0]= poly [8][2][0]− a4;
poly [8][3][1]= poly [8][2][1];
poly [8][4][0]= poly [8][3][0];
poly [8][4][1]= poly [8][3][1]− a7−a8;
poly [8][5][0]= poly [8][4][0];
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poly [8][5][1]= poly [8][4][1];
poly [8][6][0]= poly [8][4][0];
poly [8][6][1]= poly [8][4][1];

/∗poly9 ∗/
poly [9][0][0]= loop [1][ np][0]−lp2−a4;
poly [9][0][1]= loop [1][ np][1]−a2−a8;
poly [9][1][0]= poly [9][0][0]+ a4;
poly [9][1][1]= poly [9][0][1];
poly [9][2][0]= poly [9][1][0];
poly [9][2][1]= poly [9][1][1]+ a8+a7;
poly [9][3][0]= poly [9][2][0]− a4;
poly [9][3][1]= poly [9][2][1];
poly [9][4][0]= poly [9][3][0];
poly [9][4][1]= poly [9][3][1]− a7−a8;
poly [9][5][0]= poly [9][4][0];
poly [9][5][1]= poly [9][4][1];
poly [9][6][0]= poly [9][4][0];
poly [9][6][1]= poly [9][4][1];

/∗ RAITH writing to file ∗/
file =fopen("pathforraith.txt","w");

if( file ==NULL)
{printf("File can not opened.");

return 1;}
/∗ writing small polys∗/
for(a=0;a<=9;a++)

{ fprintf ( file ,"#\n1 10000.0 0\n");
for(b=0;b<=6;b++)
fprintf ( file ,"%f %f\n",poly[a][b ][0], poly[a ][ b ][1]);

};

/∗ writing loops∗/
for(a=1;a<=TNOL;a++)

{ if(a==NOLG+1)
a=a+NEL;

fprintf ( file ,"#\nL 10000.0 0 0.000\n");
for(b=0;b<=np;b++)
fprintf ( file ,"%f %f\n",loop[a][b ][0], loop[a ][ b ][1]);

if(b=np)
{printf(" Loop[%d][%d][0][1][2][3][4]=%f %f %f %f %f \n",a,b,loop[a][b][0], \\
loop[a ][ b ][1], loop[a ][b ][2], loop[a ][ b ][3], loop[a ][b ][4]);};
};

fclose ( file );

/∗ MATLAB writing to file ∗/
filem=fopen("pathformatlab.txt","w");
if(filem==NULL)
{printf("File can not opened.");

return 1;}
/∗ writing small polys∗/
for(a=0;a<=9;a++)

{ for(b=0;b<=6;b++)
fprintf (filem,"%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n",poly[a][b][0],poly[a][b ][1], poly[a ][ b ][2], \\
poly[a ][b ][3], poly[a ][ b ][4]);

};
/∗ writing loops∗/
for(a=1;a<=TNOL;a++)

{ if(a==NOLG+1)
a=a+NEL;

for(b=0;b<=np;b++)
fprintf (filem ,"%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n",loop[a][b][0],loop[a][b ][1], loop[a ][ b ][2], \\
loop[a ][ b ][3], loop[a ][b ][4]);
};

fclose (filem );

};
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10.3 Appendix C - Derivations

10.3.1 Kinetic Inductance

Figure 10.1: A filament of current in the center strip with A is the cross-sectional
area and l is the length.

I = JA (10.1)

J = nev (10.2)

where I is the total current on the strip, J is the current density, n is the density
of electrons, e is the electrical charge and v is the average velocity of the electrons.

The kinetic energy of current flow is

Ek = N
1
2
mv2 (10.3)

N = nAl (10.4)

Ek =
1
2
I2
lm

e2An
=

1
2
I2Lk (10.5)

where N is the total number of electrons and m is the mass of an electron.

The total kinetic inductance, Lk and the kinetic inductance per unit length, lk
can be written as,

Lk =
lm

e2An
(10.6)

lk =
Lk
l

=
m

e2An
(10.7)

When Jx > Jc at the edges of centerstrip the velocity of Cooper pairs becomes
limited, therefore density of charge carriers, n increases with increasing I. Increase
in n causing the decrease in Lk and lk (Eq. 10.6).
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10.3.2 Nonlinear Kinetic Inductance

Kinetic energy, Ek of a current flow can be written as;

Ek =
1
2
LkI

2 (10.8)

Kinetic inductance, Lk consists of linear part, Llin
k which is independent of the

circulating current and nonlinear part, Lnonlin
k (I) which depends on the circulating

current. Since Icirc is same for different current distributions such as J∗x and Jx for
a given input power the ratio between the kinetic energies and the kinetic induc-
tances for different current distributions should be same as

∫

(J∗x)2dxdy/
∫

J2
xdxdy

by summing up all filaments of current (Fig. 10.1).
∫

(J∗x)2dxdy
∫

J2
xdxdy

=
E∗k
Elink

=
L∗k
Llink

(10.9)

where Jx is the current density distribution calculated by linear model and J∗x is
the current density distribution calculated by the simulation.

Therefore nonlinear kinetic inductance Lnonlin
k can written as,

Lnonlink = Lk − Llink (10.10)

Lnonlink =
(

Llink × (
E∗k
Elink

)
)

− Llink (10.11)

Lnonlink = Llink ×
(

E∗k
Elink
− 1
)

(10.12)

E∗k
Elink

∼

∫

(J∗x)2dxdy
∫

J2
xdxdy

(10.13)

Lnonlink = Llink ×
[
∫

(J∗x)2dxdy
∫

J2
xdxdy

− 1
]

(10.14)

Llin
k is calculated from [13] and

∫

(J∗x)2dxdy/
∫

J2
xdxdy is calculated from simulation.
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